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The e lectron d i f'f r nction i n veotigation of' the follct·gin~~ 
c o.Jpoundc ~1MK! K been c nr r i c d out : snli\.1r, ot~ l fur n i t r ic c , r ao l ,r;nr , 
o r ocni c tri:ml:!:'ido , :::ipiropcmt ::mc, d:i.!::oth1ltr iou l :f.'i do , cie and tra~I c 
lmri oite , noth~1lulI a.nd :::t iw lcn c ~1 I·coh 
Tho cryotal struct ur es ol' the f ollo· 1:l.ni p~D lt s h av e been 
d et er: ;i ncd i1y x- ray di fi'r uct i on : Hilv e r nolK~rhdate and hydrnz i n:tun 
di ch loride . 
~lurIgo :::it cd r evis i ono 01' tho covC:\l cnt r a d i i f o1· !3 , S i , P , 
Ge , Ao ~ On , Sb, a nd Fb have been 1113.d c , an d vnl ucn .i'or t he ccv2l ent 
r a di i 0f ,\l, uo., I n, Tl , ~md d i hnve been pr optHEic d . 
'l hc :.3c!1ome.ker- .,t e vcnoon rev ioion of' t he a dditivity rul e 
:ror oin Gle c ova l ent bend dist,nnce s lv?. O be en u sed i n con junction t1i t h 
t ho ?'"1vl ee d r adii. Agree ent ttith exper:l.Ment is i n general better 
Hith t he r€lvioed r a dii t han t·1ith the former r a dii a n<l a dditivity. 
1he principlo of' i onic bond cha.r nctei· i n a dd i t i on t o t hat 
pr ese n.'.:. i n a nor na l cova l eut b ond has been a ;:;!'l ied t o t he observed 
s truct ure s oi? nu .. Dcrouo rJOleculec . It l e3.<l D to n method of i n t erpretation 
rhich ic at l eno-t o.e c on siut c :! t as tho t heory of ~Ktultiplc b ond for ma t i on . 
The rovieion of the a ddi tivity rule hs.e been extended t o 
d oub l e bonds. An encourag i ng begi nn i n g a long t.hoM h ncs hr.s boon 
!no.de , but additiou a l e::pcr i rnon ta!.. date. are nee ded f'or clnrif'i cat i on . 
I. Ionic and Covalent Radii. and Their Application to the 
Discussion of Interatomic Dietancea in Molecules and Crystals. 
Introduction.- The concept of ato~s as essentially rigid 
spheres probably originated concurrently wi t h the concept ot atome 
themselves. It was not possible to apply this concept t o the problame 
of chemistry until tlle modern methods of structural investigation were 
developed, although it is evident, for exal?:lple from the work of :Ba.rlov1• 
that the now familiar way of representing crystals was not unknown to 
early investigators. The great a ctivity in the x-ray field which 
followed the diecov~r;y in 1912 of interference phenomena in crystals 
and its application to structure determination by the Braggs resulted 
in the accumula tion of a large a.mount of data concerning interatoaic 
distances in nuineroue orystal1. ~hat it ehould have been possible to 
introduce some l!l?rt of logical explanation to the observed distances wa.1 
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recognized by most of the workers in the field, for example le.nde , who 
derived a set of atomic radii for t he a lkali metals and the halogens on 
the aseUl!lpt1on that in the lithiUJl halides the anions were contiguous, 
but it was not until 1920, when W. L. Bragg analyzed the avai l able data3, 
that a systematic a ttempt was made to correlate interatomic distances in 
crystale by assigning values to the r adii of the various a toms. This work 
by Bragg was wholly empirical in its app roach and he found tha t he could 
not satisfactorily rela te the quantities he obta ined to the modern develop-
mente of the theory of va lence which had been proposed eome years pre-
t~ 
v1oualy by Lewis • The starting point used by Bragg was the carbon-carbon 
distance in diamond and the sulfur-sulfur distance in pyr i te. Since these 
1 
• 
values were next used in interpreting the distances in t he alkali 
halides and the alkaline earth oxides, halides, and sulfides, the 
diserepnnciee which exist between Bragg's radii and those now commonly 
a ccep ted arose mainl y from the fact that no distinction ~•a then made 
between the three general extreme type s of chemical bonds. Bragg ~oa• 
aware hovever that some sueh difficulty- existed, tor he stated that: 
11 Sodium, for instance, has been given a diameter much larger than that 
of chlorine, yet it will be seen tha t there is every reason for supposing 
t hat the group of electrons eurrounding the sodium nucleus in sodium 
chloride has ai:1aller dimensions than that surrounding the chlorine nucleus 
in the same crystal. "3 
:Becauee of their relative eimpl1cit7, the alkali halides were 
generally chosen for eubaeqw:.nt diacueeione of the p roperties of crystal1 
which involved the radii of the consti t uent ione. In 1920 caga~s and 
Rerv.feld5 developed a t heory which connected the potential energy of the 
crystal and the sizes of the ions; their theory gave the correct values 
for the compreesibilitiee , but the radii thef obtained in this way were 
not consistent with the distances in other t ypes of crystals. Orimm6 
in 1921 modified and extended the work of Fa.Jana and Her zfeld, and obtnined 
a aet of ionic r adii by consideration of tne molecula r volumes of ieo-
morphoue compounds and various other physical properties. Both of the 
above diacuasione were based on the cubical model of the a tom, now considered 
unsa. ti sfa.ctory. 
Addi tional examples of the methodB vhich were used are f ound in the 
work of Eve7. Saha.8 • and Richarda9. Saha explained, on the basis of the 
old quantum theory, a rela tion pointed out by Eve which ata.ted that the 
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product of t he i oni7.ation potential and the atomic radius i s constant. 
The r adii calcula ted by the Saha fo rmula are consi de rably in error. 
Richards calculated t he r adii of the atoms in t he a l kali halides. making 
use of compro e ~ibil1ty dat a . He too based his inte rpr e t a tion ot the dat a 
on t he cubical atom, a nd mor eove r did no t consider t he change in bond 
t YPe which occurs in the reaction of the f ree elements to form aalts. 
A considera bly mor e accurat e set of rndi i was t hen ~ivan by 
10 Waeaatj e rna who had done a l a r ge amount ot work on i oni c r ef ract1vity; 
on cer tain t heo retica l grounds he relat ed ref ra ction e quivnlent e t o ionic 
volumee and hence ionic radii. Thees va lues a.r e perhaps more significant 
t han thoBA mentioned a bove because Wasa st jerna rae intere s t ed prirn~r1ly 
in the predict ion of i nteratomic di stance s in crystale, compari ng hie 
values with t hoaa observed in var ious substance s. The val ues of Waaastjerna 
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were t hen r efinad by Goldschmi dt who also de termined , from theavailable 
x- ray data , empirical values for a large number of addi tional radii . 
I n sp i te of tho g rea t amount of effort expended on t his subject 
in t he yeare 1920 t o 1926 . onl;y a part of which has been referrAd t o aboTe , 
no completely ea.t iefactory set of radii for use in i nterpreting crystal 
atructura dat a was formulated, f or the s i mpl e r eason that even in t he 
simpl e st s&lta , t he a l kali halides , the interatomic distances do not 
aatiefy the criterion of additivi t y which had been tacitly as~Kimed in a l l 
of the foregoing. Another, and probably ~ore i mportant rea son f or thie 
failure was the under lyinc p rincip le used by most of the i nvestigators, 
viz ., the derivation of a tomic radi i from one par ticular p ropert y ot the 
c rystal• under examination. Thua, Bragg made use of x-ray data , Faja."la 
and Herzfeld, potential energy rela tionships, Saha, ionization pot ent ials , 
WasastJerna, mo le retractions. e.nd eo on. A f a r more logical procedure 
ia to assign radii which, with sound theoretical refinements, will a ccount 
satisfa ctorily fo r a ll of the obse r ved p roperties of the crysta ls . Although 
this method ie di fficult if not impossible in p ractice, a practica l approa ch 
. 12 
t o i t is capable of being carried out. This was done by Pauling in 
1927. 
!he expe rimenta l basis of Pauling'• radii is the observed inter-
atomic distances in the five crystals, Nal' , XOl, ob~rI OsI , and ~iPMK 
From these were calcula ted, by the use of theoretical screening constants 
and coulomb repulsive coefficients, a set of crystal radii. Suitable con-
eiderations allow these radii to be used in the different t ypes of structures 
involving varying environments of the i ons. Agreement between observed and 
calculated intem tomic distances and other quantities is in gene r a l very 
good13. 
The cognizance that the radi us of an a tom is dependent on the t ype 
of bonding was more or lees gradual during thie period. Since most of the 
da ta which were being e }:8mined were obtained from the r e eults of x- ray 
examination of ionic crystala, little or no diffi cul tiea were encount ered. 
Some rndii for use in p redicting covalent bond distances were gi ven in 1926 
14 by Huggins , a lthough Huflgine himself applied these radii to the ionic 
f luorite-type crystals also. The stipulation that ionic radi i should be 
ueed only for ionic bonds WEiS made by Goldschmidt11 and b7 Pauling12• 
»7 1934 sufficient additional dat a had been obtained to allow Pauling and 
Huggins15 to aet up a table of covalent radii f or use in predicting the 
lengths of single and mult iple bonds between a toms in various covalent 
configura tions, namely, tetrahedral, square, a nd octahedral. 
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The Pauling-Huggins table, as oo rreoted in 1937 by Pauling and 
16 Er ockway has been widely used in t he interpretation of e:xperi monta l 
. !.•l--
valu.es of 1ntern.tom1c di stances, by the appl1cat1on , the reionanoe n rincip l e , 
/I • 
double bond chara cter , and so forth . It is per hap s unf ortuna te tbat in 
general the discus sions of the bond t )'pe in a molecule were usually based 
upon but one experimental quanti t y, the int erat omic distance. The axplana-
tion . o:f' anomalous distances in a wide va riety of compounds was nevert heless 
ba sed on the deviati ons from t he dist ances pr edicted by the Pauling-Huggins 
radii, which wore consideree to giv~ the normal dist ances. 
I n tho majority of cases in which anomalously short distancea 
have been observed the diacuaaion reste d upon the contribution to the normal 
state of the molecule of structures involving multiple bonds . Thus, in t he 
f luorinated methanes and t he chlori nated sil ane s the structur es 
F+ 01 
Ir 
' - + + )II - c J'- Cl = sf= 01 
t 
li' 01 
and mnny ot hers eimilar to these were suggested. I t was then possi ble to 
explain the t ronde observed in such series a a CExCl 4-x" Si Hx014-x• Most 
o! the disousaione, exemplif i ed by the work of Brockway and coworkers in 
the period followi ng the publ i ca tion of the Pauling-Huggin1 ra di i , made 
use of this expl anation. An alte r nat ive sug~etionI that of significant 
ionic character of t he bonds, was considered as being of only secondary 
importance by these vorkers. 
Although most of the experi menta l dat a could be discussed on a 
consist ent baeis by the application of t he above principle, there remained 
a major defect in the Pauling- Huggins table , ita inability to predict 
accurately t he lengths of bonds between the very e l ectronegat i ve atome, 
5 
1 , 0, H, and Cl, as illustrated in Table 1. 
Table l 
bond compound obs. distance• ca.le. di etance 
J'-0 FN03 l.42 1.30 
0111 l . 41 1.30 
F-F Fa l.45 l.28 
0-0 HaOa l.47 1.32 
N-0 OH30NHa l.43 l.36 
N- Cl (CH3)al10l 1. 77 l.69 
01-0 012 0 l.68 l.65 
111
'l'he unit1 o! distance are 1 in this and all eubsequ.ent table a. 
The suggeetion that the radii are in error a nd t hat agreeme~1t 
could be achieved ,,,1th revi sad radii might be prof erred, but this view 
is scarcely tenable since the data indica te that often, even in the 
simplest cases, the addit i vity rule 1s not obeyed. For example: 
iF-F(in f luorine) + -iC-C(in diamond) = l.49 
iO-C + -i<>-O(in hyrlrogen peroxide ) = 1.50 
!Cl-Cl(in chlorine) + i S1-Si(in silicon) ~ 2.16 
whereas the observed va lues ot 0-F, C-0, and Si-01 in methyl fluoride, 
methylal, and chloro~ilane are l.36, 1.43, and 2.06 respectively . Thia 
s~aKte ot affairs need not surprise us, eince an analogous situation was 
found to prevail in the case of the distances in ionic c17stnls. It might 
t herefore be expect ed that suitable re:tinementa of a e1i:i1lar nature might 
bring about a eatisfacto17 basis for discue~ion ot the distance• in 
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molecules al so . 
Mall)' of these di screpancies were r emoved by the BUggeetion ot 
Schomaker a nd Stevenson17that the addi t ivity rule be replaced by the 
relation 
ril = rA + rB - 0.09 \ xA - ~ f 
where xA ie the electronegativit7 and rA the radius of the a tom A. The 
f inal t erm co rrects for the extra ionic cha ra cter of t he bond A- B. 
Simultaneously 1 Schomaker ancl St even son gave r evi sad values f or the ra dii 
of 1 , 0 , and N. I t t hue appea rs that the agreement obta i ned by t he uee 
of the former radU and the a dditivity rule was largely fo r tui tous in the 
case of bonds (other t han t hose in Table l) involving these threo e l ement s. 
e specially since f auling and Huggins used the inappropri a te value of Gal e 
and Monk17 tor the fluori ne-fluorine di stance in fluo r i ne. 
In l9ll4 Skinner and Sutton18 pointed out t hat a stra.ightforvard 
explana tion of the small but progressive contraction which occurs in the 
bond lengths vhen more ha logens a ro added to the central a tom in the halides 
of t he f ourth a nd fi f t h group elements is difficult in terms of either bond 
multip l ici ty. as was done by Brockway. or ionic chara cter of bonda. They 
concluded that. cont rary to tho previous p r evalent opi nion , the latte~ 
effect was tho more important, aince the multiple bond theory l eads in 
s ome oases t o dit'ec t contrndictl on vi t h e:;,,-periment. 
Since the notion of i onic character is going t o be more tul~ 
eXplored in subsequent sectione of this Thesi s, it is perhaps importnnt 
to give i n full one of th"!t points raised by Skinner and Sutton: 11 In its 
or iginal simple f orm , the theory ( ot :itult.iple bond f orm.tion 1 took no 
account of the effecte ot charge d1 etribut1on t o vhich this process would 
7' 
give riee. Bach coordinate link [double bond 1 from a halogen atom to 
the central a tom increases the negative charge on the latter [see above 
structures] • Now if the formtion of these multiple bonds by~ 
halogen were to be more favoured the more halogen atoms there are, this 
would mean that the mora negative charge the central atom has, the more 
1 t want s. The exact opposite voul.d, however, be expected. 11 
Skinner and Sutton did not favor the Schomaker-Stevenson revision 
ot the additivity rule. In fact, they did not attempt a discussion ot 
absolute bond distances, being interested mainly in the changes whicll a re 
obsorved in series of the tYPe Sn(OH3 )x014-x· 
Manv of the distances calculated by the Schomaker-Stevenson 
relation are still discrepant. ln ' tbe following section• we mia.11 attempt 
to remove these discrepancies by a logica l extension of the application ot 
their relation. It is found that this procedure necessitates the revision 
of additional of the cova lent radii, as will be aeen. 
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A. Reviaions of Oovalent Ba.dii and the Ionic Oharacter 
o! Single Covalent Bonds 
The values ot Pauling and Huggine (PH) for the eingle bond 
covalent rndii were taken from the i nteratomic distance• 1n the elementa r;y 
substances, with the excoptioh of derived radii for N, o. and F. The 
revised values of ~chomaker and Stevenson (SS) were obtained from inter-
atomic distance determinations of Nall •• H8 08 , and Fa• lt~ as aee~1 
likely, the equation of Schomaker and Stevenson is significant, then 
further revisions in the t able must be made. 
Let ue calculate a set of single bond radii on the basis of the 
Schomaker-Stevenson relation, uaing the experimentRl intera.tomic distances 
in the compounds M(OHa)n; the radii for the four halogens however will be 
taken ae half t he separat ion in the ga.eeoue elements. The results of these 
calcu.la.t1one a re presented in ! able 2, together with the two previous eete 
of radii for comparison. The eleotroneP,ativities in the compila tion of 
(k\ray19 were ueed in the caloulntions. 
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Table 2 
Covalent Radi i for Atom• 
H 
0.36 
.30 
.37 
:s 0 B 0 ., 
0 .85 0.17 0.74 o.73a 0.72 
.88 .77 .70 .66 .64 
• 77 .74 .74 .72 
Al Si p s Cl 
l.33 1.19 l.14 1.04 0.99 
l.17 1.10 l.04 .99 
1.17 l.10 l.04 .99 
Ga Ge Ae Se .Br 
i.3sb l. 28 l.26 l.17b l .14 
l.22 1.21 l.17 1.14 
l.22 l. 21 l.17 1.14 
In Sn Sb 'l'e 1 
1.49 l.48 l.45b l.37b 1. 33 
l.4o 1.41 l . 37 1.33 
l.4o l.41 1.37 l.33 
Tl Pb Bi b 
l.6lb l.61 l.58 
l.46 
The upper valuee are the radii as revised in t hie work: in 
many cases no revision was required. The second values a re the Pauling-
Huggins radii, the third values t he Schomaker-Stevenson ra dii. 
8 The revision of r0 from the original Schomaker-St evenson val ue 
of 0.74 waa euggested by Giguere and Schomaker2(). 
'hwo determination of interatomic distancea in the methyl derivatives 
of these elementa he.s been reported. The radii given were obtained 
f r om other compounds, the correcti~na from the older radii being 
suggested by analogy with othe r element s in the same group . 
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The Pauling-Huggins radii tor P and As, which are o.o4 and 0.05 
smaller than those in the new t able, wore obtained from the tetrahedral 
molecules P4 and As4 • Since recent experiments on epiropenta ne (see 
part II ot thia Thesis) .have suggested tha t the bond diatances i n highly 
strained mol ecules may be shorter than those in normal molecules, it ia 
not surprising to tind this effect pr e sent in these molecules. Som' 
support ia lent to this view by the r esults ot Fourier analysis of x-ra.y 
data .obta ined from several ot the forms ot phoephorus21 , which indicate 
a phoephoru1-phoapho?'lll9 dista~ce of 2.28, exactly twice the phosphorue 
radiua derived above~ in both ·the ll&JDorphous 11 and crysta lline forms of 
red and black phosphorus, nei~her of wh,ich consists o! F• molecule1. 
Moreover, in Cl"Fsta lline araen1c, which likewise does not consist of As• 
moleoulea. the arsenic-arsenic separation is 2.5122, within O.Ol of twice 
the new re.di us. 
The inappropriatenees of aome of those ~auling-euggina va lues 
which were derived from x-ray _determina tions on the crJ etalline elements 
is suggested by the difference of 0.05 between the sulfur-sulfur distances 
in gaseous and solid s8 , the val ue in rhombic sulfur bei ng 2.12, and in 
gaaeoua sulfur, 2.07. It ia possible that the proximit7 of t he a toma of 
neighboring molecules in crysta lline elements weakens the bonds eomewhat. 
At any ra te, the cnuee of thie ef fect doe s not concern ue: we need only 
be aya.re of its presence. 
We shall now make exteneive comparisons of observed and ca.lcu.lated 
interatomic distances in order to test 6xhaustively the usefulnes s of the 
various sets of radii and the revision of the additivity rule. In the cases 
where no revisi on of the Schomaker-Stevenson radii was made, only t he new 
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radii and the Pauling-Huggi ne rad.ii are used in t he comparison. In fact, 
the present disouesion may be regarded as a critical survey of the applica.-
bi litf of the equation of Schomaker and Stevenson. 
l. Hydrides 
The comparison of observed and calculated distances for fifteen 
hydrides ia presented in Tabla 3. 
Table 3 
InteJ:"atomic Dhtances in Hydridee 
bond obs . distance calc. distance 
in MHn this work PH sS 
H-li 0.74 0$ 72 o.6o 0.74 
B-H l.20a l . 19 1.18 
C-H l.09 l.09 l.07 1.10 
li-H l.Ol l.02 1.00 1.03 
P-H 1.45 lK~ lK~ 1.47 
As-H 1.56 1.61 l.51 1.57 
0-H .96 .96 .96 .98 
S-H 1.33 1.36 1.34 1.37 
Se-H 1.53 1.50 1.47 1.51 
F-H .92 .91 .94 .92 
01-ll 1.28 1.27 l.29 l.28 
:Br-H l.41 l.44 1.44 1.45 
I-H 1.60 1.66 l.63 l.67 
a Te rage deviati on f r on oba. 0.024 0.035 0.021 
ain mt3 00 
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The revised radii are apparently somewhat leas accurate than 
the Schomaker-Steveneon radii for t his set of compoundea :Soth revi sed 
sets give bettor agreement t han the original Pauling-Huggine set and 
additivity. 
2. Halogen Compounds 
(a) Monohalides 
The compariaon of observed and calculated distances f or fourteen 
monohAl1dee is presented in Table 4. 
Table 4 
lntera tomic Distances in Monohalides 
bond. compound obs. diatance ca.lo . dist ance 
this vork PH SS 
0-i' Cli3 J' 1.39 1.36 l .41 1.35 
0-01 OH a Cl l. 77 1.72 l.76 1.72 
o-:ar ORaBr 1.90 1.89 i .91 l.89 
ll- Cl N( OBa)aOl 1.77 1.73 l.69 l.73 
F- 01 Ol.J' 1.64 1.62 1.63 1.62 
Si- Cl Si H:aOl 2.06 2.07 2.16 2.05 
Cl- I I Cl 2. 32 2.28 2.32 2.28 
A a-Cl Aa(OH3 ) 801 2.18 2.16 2.20 2.11 
Aa-lh ' As( CHa) 3 :Br 2.34 2.33 2.35 2 .• 28 
As-I Ae(CH3 ) 3 I 2.52 2.55 2.54 2.50 
Sn-Cl Sn (CH3 )aCl 2. 37 2.35 2.39 2. 27 
Sn-:Br Sn(CH3);sB:r 2.49 2.53 2.54 2.45 
Sn-I Sn(OH3 ) 3 1 2.72 2.74 2.73 2.66 
average deviation from o~gK 0.026 o.oc.8 0.045 
From these data it ia apparent tha.t , if the Schomaker-St evenson 
revision of the a dditivity rule has a ny val idity fo r co r recting the 
discrepancies which sugge st ed it, t he revised r adii should be uaed. The 
agreecent they give in the caee of the a rsenic and tin compounds is ve'r7 
much i mproved. 
( b ) Trihalides of the Fifth Group Elements 
The comparison of observed and calculated distances for the 
compound• MX.3 is presented in Table 5. 
Table 5 
I ntera.tomic Distances in the Fifth Group Trihalides 
bond obs. distance calc. dietance 
this work PH SS 
»-i' 1.37 1.37 1.34 1.37 
P- ll' l .56 1.69 1.74 1.65 
P-Cl 2.03 2.05 2.09 2.01 
P-Br 2.20 2.22 2.24 2.18 
P-I 2.45 2.44 2.43 2.lK> 
Aa-1 1. 72 1.80 l.85 1.75 
Aa-01 2.16 2.16 2.20 2.11 
As-Br 2.33 2.33 2.35 2.28 
As-I 2.54 2.55 2. 54 2. 50 
Sb-01 2.37 2.33 2.4o 2.29 
Sb-Br 2. 50 2.50 2.55 2.46 
Sb-I 2. 71 2. 72 2.74 2.68 • 
JU-Cl 2.48 2.46 
:Bi-Br 2.63 2.63 
average devia tion from oba. 0.026 0.055 0.042 
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I n thia case the revised radii are much superior to either of 
the old sets. The discrepancies for PFa and AeFa are ra ther large with 
a ll three sets. Thi a point ie discussed in the follow111£ section. 
( c) Polyhalidee of t he Fourth Group Elements 
Considerable work hae been done on the :fourth group halides. 
The data are presented in Table 6. 
Table 6 
I nteratomic Distances in Fourth Group Halides 
obs. distance in: calc. distance 
bond MX• MOB.,Xs M(OHa)aXa M{le:1~Pu this work PH SS 
0-F 1.36 l.366 l.39a l.36 lKl~l l.36 
0-01 1.76 l.78 l. 77• l.77 l.72 1.76 1.72 
O-l3r l.91 l.914 1.918 l.99a 1.89 1.91 1.89 
0-1 2.12 2.1;! 2.09 2.10 2.09 
Si-F l.54 1.72 1.81 1.70 
Si -Cl 2.00 2.0la 2.02a 2.06a 2.07 2.16 2.05 
Si-Br 2.15 2.16a 2.24 2.31 2.22 
Si-I 2. 43 2.46 2.50 2.44 
Ge-Cl 2.08 2.15 2.21 2.09 
Ge-Br 2.29 2.33 2.36 2.27 
Ge-I 2.50 2.54 2.55 2.48 
Sn-Cl 2.29 2.32 2.34 2.37 2.35 2.39 2.27 
Sn- Br 2.44 2. 45 2.48 2.42 2.53 2.54 2.45 
Sn- I 2.64 2.68 2.69 2. 72 2.74 2.74 2.66 
P'b- 01 2.43 2.46 2.45 
aOH3 replaced by H 
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The distances in the pol7ha.lides, except tho se of carbon, are 
shorter than both the distances in the corresponding monohnlidee and the 
calculated distances. Thia short ening has been discussed in terms of 
double bond character, struc tures like the following being assumed to 
contri bute t o the state of the molecule23: 
01+ +-Cl Cl Cl 
I 
-
4- + I =- +- -+ II= + 11 :: + 
Cl - Si• 01 01,.. Si ,.. 01 Cl • Si-• Cl-t- 01 = pi~• 01 
I I I It -+ 
01 Cl Cl Cl 
Since stable d orbitals are not available to the carbon a tom, no such 
effect is poedble in the carbon pol;yhalides. 
Several obJecUona may be offered to t he l:l.bove int"'rpreta.tion: 
1) It require • an unrea~onably larg8 amount of multiple bond charaeter i n 
S1F4 • 2) It uoes not account f or the gradual short ening of the tin-halogen 
bonds in the stannic polyhalides inasmuch ae the conclusion that bromine and 
iodine have small power of double bond formation fdllowe from the inter-
pretation. 3) It r equh•ee that structures in whicb the halogen a.toms have 
a pos~tive forl!lal charge contribute to the state of the mol~culeI a condi-
tion whi ch aeeme n»ther improbable. 
A second cla ss of contributing structures, discuss~d with the 
above23 ii 
Cl 01 01- 01-
I \ 
Cl - Si-t- 01 - Ol - SiT ... 01 01 - si+"'" Cl 01- sl+++ Cl-
I 
Cl 01 - 01- ~ 01 
If these structures ar.e considered the only important ones. a reasonable 
explanation may be offered {cf. ref. 18). The bonds in (OH3 ) 3 SnX, for 
eXAmple, are considered as normal, and the contribution of (CH3 ) 3 Sn+x-
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ie ta.ken into account by the Schomaker-Stevenson correction term. :But 
in (OH3 ) 3 SnXa and (CH3 )SnX3 , the following situation may prevail: 
x- x 
CHa - sir+ 2c CH3 - SftH x-
\ 
OH3 x-
The removal of electrons not only reduces the radius of the central atom, 
but the resulting opposite cha rges would tend to draw the negative a toms 
in closer, by eimple coulomb attraction. The second effect is ap~rently 
far more i mportant ths.n the firat, since the 0-Sn distance is the same in 
It i e possible , with thie scheme, for the carbon compounds to 
exhibit the same effect. The reason tha t tt ia not observed J11&7· follow 
from the fact that the x •.. x distances in ox. are already much less than 
the van der Waals diametera , makill8 additional shortening impossible. 
The shortening in the fluorides would thus be expected to be the 
greate st, as 1a obs0rved. The trihalides of the fifth group elements, with 
the exce1>tion ot PF., nnd Aeli'a, show nor mal distances, a condition corree-
ponding to little or no addit ionHl ionic charaot"1r to th" bonds. 
Electron diffraction i nvastigationa of the compounds Si(CH3 ) X 4 n n-
and Ge(OH3 ) X 4 would provi de a valuable check on the above interpretation. n n-
Additiona l evidence agains t the formation of multiple bonds is to 
be found in the recent x-ray investigaUon of the crystal structure of 
ootamethylsp1r~[R·Rzpentaailo:xnneO4: 
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OH3 CH, Ce~ CHa 
' I ' I 
Si - 0 0 - Si 
/ ' / ' 0 Si 0 
' / "- / Si - 0 0 - Si 
I ' I \. OHa CH3 OHa OHa 
The preliminary resulte indicate t hat free rota tion of the Si(OH3 ) 3 
groups occurs, the ailicon a tom bein~ trea to move in the ~ingI Has in 
a ball and socket joint ." Structures such ae 
OH3 Olia 
' I Si-:e O+-
/ ' 
would certa inly be expected to inhibit rotation to an even grea ter extent 
than t he normal va lence bond structure. 
(d) Halides of the 1'hird Group Elements 
The halide a of aluminum a re dimeric , vi th two tn>ea of Al-X 
distances: 
Oompa rieon o! observed and ca lcula ted distances is shown in Tabl e 7. 
~ble 7 
Interato11ic Distancee in Aluminum oalid~s 
obs. diets.nee calc. d~stlDrlo• 
bond a b t hiJ work PH• 
Al-01 2.06 2.21 2.18 2.25 
Al-:Sr 2. 21 2.33 2.36 2.llo 
Al-1 2.53 2.58 2.57 2.59 
•Calculated by the use of the Pauling-Huggins tetrahedral 
radius for aluminum. 
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The distances b are longer than the distances a , just the reverse 
of what is e xpected on the basis of the new interpretation. The structures 
of the Alal'e molecules were determined on the assumption that the bonds 
are predominantly ionic -- under which assumption the quoted resul ts wore 
obtained. There ma.y be some doubt, however , concerning the correctness 
of the assumption. lt is generally observed tha t tetrahedra. do not share 
edges except in the case of covalent complexesi for example, the ionic 
cha racter of the silicon-sulfur bond is about the aame as t ha t of an 
aluminum-iodine bond, and crystalline SiSa consists ot SiS• tetrahedra 
with shared edges. Incidentally, the obaerved s1-s distance in SiS8 , 2.14, 
ia in satisfactory agreement with the calculated value of 2.16 (Pauling-
Huggins radiu• sum, 2.21). lt ia possible that models of the AlaXe molecuies 
with distances b shorter than distances a could be constructed to give 
agreement with the observed electron diffraction data. 
The distances reported for the trihalides of gallium and indium , 
the structures of which are in doubt, are compared with the ca lculated 
distances in Table 8. 
Table 8 
lnteratomio Distnnces 1n Gallium and Indium Trihalides 
calc. distance 
bond obe. distance this vorlt PR• 
Ga-01 2.22 2.23 2.24 
Ga-Br 2.34, 2.41 2.4o 2.4o 
Ga-I 2.50 2.62 2.59 
ln-Cl 2.46 2.34 2.43 
ln-:Br 2.58 2.51 2.58 
In-1 2.76 2.73 2.77 
•Calculated by the use of the Pauling-Huggina tetrahedral radii for gallium 
a nd indium 19 
In t hit case the interpret ation is rendered difficult by the 
large unce rtaintie s whi~Kh must be a scribed to the observed distances. 
The agreement i n the case of Ga1 3 is especially poor. On the other hand, 
the values of In-X in t he diatomic indoua halides ca lcula t ed b1 Stevenson25, 
viz., In-Cl = 2.39, l n-Br = 2.53, and In- I= 2.72. are in good agreement 
with the calcula ted values. 
The observed value s in the thalloua halides, ~l-M1 = 2.55, 
'rl- Br = 2.68 , and f l-I "" 2 .87 a re in only fair agreement with the ca lculated 
values of 2.45, 2.62, a nd 2.84 respectively. The Pauling-Huggins radius 
sums are 2.46, 2.61, and 2.80. 
(e) Halides of the Sixth Group Elements 
'l'ho obeerved and calculated distance a i n the d x t h group di halidee 
are presented in Table 9. 
'l'able 9 
Intera tomlo Distances in Sixth Group Dihalidee 
bond 
0-11' 
0-Cl 
S-01 
Se-01 
Te-Cl 
'1e-llr 
o be. di etance 
1.41 
l.68 
l.99 
2.13 
2.36 
2.49 
calc. distance 
this ltO rk PH 
l.4o 
l.68 
l.99 
2.11 
2.28 
average deviation from o'be.0.028 
1.30 
l.65 
2.03 
2.16 
2.36 
2. 51 
0. 04<> 
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Again the agreement is botter 1 ... ith the revisad radii. The data. 
euggost that tho expe r imental value for TeOla tnay be in er~orK 
Table 10. 
bond 
13-01 
B-Al 
13-0 
3. Boron Compounds 
The available <kl.ta for varioua boron compounds are presented in 
Table 10 
Interatomic Distance in Bor on Compounde 
compound obs. distan9e 
Oa.Be l. 72 
BHaOO l . 20 
Baff9 l .17 
:B(CHa)a1 1.29 
BOH3 F8 l.30 
:BF3 1.30 
:sci;;/_ 1.74 
BBr:t ·1 . 87 
Al (l3H ... ) 11 2.14 
B(OCH3 )11 1.38 
8.V8%'flg8 deviation from ob1. 
calc. distance 
thie work 
1.70 
l. 19 
1.19 
1.39 
1.74 
1.91 
2.14 
1.44 
0.031 
PH 
1.76 
1.13 
1.18 
l.52 
1.87 
2.02 
2.14 
1. 54 
0.093 
For thie eet of compounds the Pauling-Huggins radU are in such 
gr eat disagreement that a spACial Aiscuseion was made in explanat1on26. 
On the new basis. no such explanation ia neceasa,,-y , a lthough the discrepant 
values for :S-F and B-0 remain. The series B(OH3 ) F 3 shows no trend of n n-
21 
shortening such as is obaerved tor the methyl halides of the fourth 
group eleaente. A more extended diecuesion of the problem of the radius 
of boron and the applicability of the Schomaker-Stevenson rela tion to 
boron compounds _has been inade by Bauer and Beach27. 
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:B. Double :Bonde 
If the Schomaker-Stevenson equation is valid for single bonds, a 
rela tion of similar form might be expected to hold for multiple bonds. 
In this section s. discuseion of double bonds is developed. It might be 
possible to extend t he treatment to triple bonds a lso, but the experi-
menta l data for mo lecules with td1)le bonds are too meager to determine 
whethr,r the t rea t ment is of value in the diecuu1on of molecula:t" structure. 
:illxpe:.ri manta. l double bond d1stanc\ls are available onl~ for C = 0 
(1.35 in e thylen8), U = » (l.24 in azobenzene), and C = 0 ( l. 21 in 
a.ldehJrdes). The dAterinina.tion of the interatomic diatancee in compounds 
conta ining 0 -= n bonds or B = 0 bonds would. be of great value in a~ttling 
Bome of thrJ questions which a.rise in the discussion of double bond radii . 
Tho electron diffraction invBstigiation of seYeral of the simpler oximes 
such aa forma.ldoxime ~nd acetaldoxime would afford a direct measurement 
of tho C = N dist~noeK 
The dependence of interatomic distances on resonanoo between single 
bond and double bond structures has been discussed in detal! by ,auliDB 1 
28 Brockvay, an<\ Beach • The equation which relates interatomi c distance 
with double bond character ie 
r = r - ( r - rd) 3x 
8 8 2x + l 
where r 9 and r 4 are the distances for pure eingle and double bonds 
respectively, and x is the amount of double bond character. Thus, the 
carbon-carbon distances in benzene (x = i) and graphite (x = ~F are pre-
dicted to be l.38 and 1.41 respective17, which compare vell with the 
obserTed values ot 1.39 and l.41. Similarly, the carbon-oxygen distance 
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in the carbo:xyl group (x = i) and the ~arbonate ion (x = i> are predicted 
to be 1.26 and 1.30. the observed values beillB 1.26 and 1.31. 
A plaueible C • N distance o! 1.25 111a7 be calculated with the 
above equation and the carbon-ni t1·ogen di stance in melamine (x = ~FK 
'rhe 0 = N distance which is calculated assuming additivit7 is 1.28. 
Now, if the length• of double bonds !ollov the ea.me law ae do single 
bonds, we have; 
1.25 • l.28 - k6x 
from which we obtain k = 0.07. The double bond ra.diue ot oxycen of o.61 
can then be calculated from the observed 0 = 0 dist~nce of l.21 in alde-
hydes. We then obta in l.22 for 0 = 0 and 1.20 f or N = O. 
Accurate ex:perimental values are avaue:ole for the nitrogen-oxygen 
distances in the nitro group and in the nitrate ion. ~hey a re 1.22 and 
l. 21 respectively. The resonating structures of these g roups are 
0 0 0 0 0 -
~ // 4- / + I + /f 
-
+ I 
- N 
-N 0 ==- N 0 - !l 0 - N 
'\.,, ~ 
" 
\ 
'\\ 
o- 0 0 0 0 
so that the raspecth·e valuos of x a.re .; and -S. leading to calculated 
distances of 1.26 and l.29. However, in both gi·oupe there are bonds 
with ionic character over and above t hat correoted tor b~ the pohomake~ 
SteTenaon rule. There are twice as many such bonds in the ni tra.te ion 
as in the nitro group . so that the observed deviation of -0.04 in t~ 
lat t er ease and of - 0.08 in the former BUilporte the oonclus1on reached 
i n the considera.tion of the fourth group halides, that additional ionic 
charactor ahortena the bonds. 
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The nitrogen-oxygen distance in the nitrite ion. which resonates 
between the two structure e 
0 0 
' I; 
ll 
0 0 
~ f 
1! 
6 4 29 is predicted to be l.2 • the reported distance ia l.l .! 0.2 • 
The distances observed in the mathyl nitrite molecule a re: 
0 - 0 = l.44, N - 0 = 1.37, o.nd N = 0 ~ 1.22. Theee indica te tha t 
r e sonance occurs between the structures: 
+ 
Clia - 0 - li • 0 OR3 - 0 = N - 0 
Structure » would be expected to contribute only a small amount to t he 
ground state. The d.ietance predicted fo:r ! A, jn a re N. - 0 = l. 37, 
N • 0 ;:. l.21. 
The oxygen-oxygen dieta.nce in ovone, which hat the follo"'inc 
resonating struotures30 
..\-
-
a· . .. .. ri -t" 0 0 0 0 ·o .. 
•.· 
·q. 
'- .... ij" ~ 4- / '-.. / "- / 
0 0 0 0 
ie prodicted, on the ba sia of x = i and an extra ionic character correction 
of -0.06 (intermedfo.te betwoon those oDb~ervad in - HOa a.nd N03), to be 
l.26, 1n excellent ~greement with t he obse rved v~lueI 1.26. 
Since no revision of the double bond ruciius of car~on has been 
made , the previous. 1nterpre t l'lt1ons of the dista ncas in a romutic hydro-
carbons r emo.ins unal tared. 
The obse !'Vall.. inte rnucle::>;r se.pa r a.tion i n t he o.i;ygen 1.0.ole cule ie l.21, 
close to twice t he dcu.bla bona. rad.ius obta ined above. This suggests that 
half the interatomic distance in the S2 molecule may be taken ae a good 
approximation to the sulfur double bond radius , since both Oa and S3 
have the ground state 3 £ . The distance p redicted for C=S is then 1.61, 
in satisfactory agreement with the observed distance of 1.64 in t hiourea. . 
fhe distance obeerved in SO, 1.49, is i n good agreement with the calcul ated 
value of 1.49. 
The observed <listances in SOa and S03 , which have the f'olloving 
et rue tu.re a : 
0 0 
" ... // 
s 
0 
~4-/ 
s 
0 0-
" 
0 0 
/ 
s++ 
II 
0 
o- 0 0 
~ / 
' 
// 
s+-'" S-t-+ 
I I 
o- 0 -
are the same, 1.43. Calculated distances for x = i and i are 1. 54 and 
1.57 respectively. The correct1one due to extra ionic character a re 
gr eater tha n those obse rved in-HOa a nd No;, as mi ght be expected f rom the 
g rea ter electronegat1v1ty difference in the sulfur oxides. 
Addendum: After the above Bection on mul t iple bonds was 
essent ially completed, a paper by Gord73l was published in which many of 
the above conclus1ona were reached. Gordy also extended the Schomaker-
Steveneon equation t o double bonds , obtaining 0.06 for the value of k, 
·' l 
a e compared with value 0.07 obtained above. A compa rison of the double 
/\. 
bond radii of Gorq, Pauling-Huggin•-Brockwa;y, and t his wo rk appea rs in 
Tabl e 11. 
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'l'a.ble ll 
Values Proposed for Double :Sond Radii 
this work I>BB dor~ 
c 0.675 0.665 0.675 
N .62 .Go .62 
0 .61 .55 .604 
J' .54 .60 
s .94 .94 .94 
Summary 
l . Sugge$ted revisions of the covalent radii for B, Si, P, 
Ge, As, Sn , Sb, and Pb have been made, and values for the covalent radii 
of Al, Ga, In, ~lK and ~1 have been proposed. 
2. The Schomaker-Stevenson revision ot the additivity rule 
for single covalent bond distances has been uaed in conjunction with 
the revised radii. Agreement with eXperiment is in general better with 
the revised radii than vith the former radii and a dditivity. 
3. The principle of ionic bond character in addition to that 
present in a normal cova lent bond has been applied to the observed 
structures of numeroue molecules. I t l eads to e method of interpreta tion 
which is a t lea $t ae consistent a s tho theory of multiple bond formation . 
4. The revi aion of the add.i ti vi ty rule has been extended to 
douol e bonde. An encouraging beginning along these lines has been ma.de, 
but additional experimental data are needed for clarification. 
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Oonclusion 
The applica t i on of certE\in principles diffe ring from the 
original niethod of r auling and Huggins ~hich wa.s extended a nd wi del y 
a.pplied 'by BrockWE!.y has, I believe. led to better agreement and more 
eondetent interpreta tion of 1nteratom1c dista nces in molecules. In 
order to sinplif'y the exposition of these :principles I have ba sed. 1111' 
discu s eion almost solely upon thell'l without introducing the complication 
of appl ying the for~er method eimultaneously in the cases where it ia 
a lmost certainly de~Kanded by the data. NeTertheleas l bel1eTe that 
the euccose of the new p~inciples is grea t enough to warrant their 
serious consideration i;u future discussions of molecular structure . 
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Sources of lnteratomic Distances Ueed 
in the Tablea 
oef~rences to the literature tor ench o! the coin:Pounda in the 
reepP.ctive tables are given in the follo~1ng table. ThB designa tions 
M ati.d W refer respect.ively to the compil.e.tione o! L. R. Mantell , 
J. Opt . Soc. AmBrica .J2, 374 (194o) and G. w. Wheland, "The Theory of 
Re$onance , 11 W1le1 and Sons , New York:, 1944, P• 286 ff. No attempt 
has beP.n made to cite the originel reference for each compound. 
Table l Table 4 
compound reference l3(CH3)aj' ref.34 
CH:iF w 
ll'N03 M CHaCl w 
OF8 H CH3 :Br M 
Fa ref .17 N(CH3 )aCl w 
HaOa ref .20 Cl F ref.17 
CHaONHa ref.17 S1Ha0l M 
(OHa) aJWl w I Cl M 
Cl aO M As(OHa)aOl ref .18 
As (OHa);aBr ref .18 
Table 2 AsEle~FOl ref.18 
Sn(OH3 ) 3 01 ref.18 
OH4 sn(Clia)aBr ref.18 
B(CH3 )a M Sn(CHa)aI ref.18 
O(CH3) 4 .M 
li(OH3 ) 3 M Tntle 5 
O(CH3 )a K 
Fa ref .17 UF3 ref . 35 
Al 8 (CH3)e ref •32 PJ'a ref . 36 
S13 (CH3 ) 8 rer.32 PC la ref . 37 
P(OH3 ) 3 M P:.Br a raf. 37 
S(CH3 ) a M PI:t raf. 37 
Ola M AaF;1 ret.13, p.234 
~ECeaF 4 M Ae013 ref.13. p. 234 
Ae ( 0Ha) 3 M AeBra ref .13 , p . 234 
:Sr 2 M J1.sl3 r~fK1P K p.234 
In(OHa)a r ef .3,3 SbOl a ret.13, p . 234 
Sn(CH3) 41 M SbBra rP.f .13. p.234 
Ia M Sbia r ef .13. p.234 
Pb(CH3) 4 M 131013 M 
!i:Sr 3 M 
Table 3 
'l'a.ble 6 
Ha ret.13, p.168 
:BHaCO M OF4 V{ 
Co~ ref .19 OHaFa w 
NH a re:r .19 OHaF r af.17 
PR3 ref .19 CCl4 l,1{ 
A eHa re.f' .19 OOHaC13 M 
HaO ref.19 OR3 Cla w H3 S ref .19 C(OH3hOl w 
H8 Se ref .19 Cir. 4 w HF ref .19 ORBra w 
HOl ref. 19 ClI3 Bra , .. ,, HBr ref.19 O(CH3 );,Br w 
Hl ref.19 ox .. .M 
CHI 3 w 
Sill' 4 M 
p1Cl~ M 
Table 6 continued 'l'a.ble g 
SiHOl 3 M G<\0111 re£' .4o 
S1H8 0l a M GaBr a rer . 4o 
Si HaCl M Gala re£ .4o 
Si:Br• ref.38 InC13 ref .4o 
SiH:Bra re!,.38 InBr3 ref.4o Ge Cl• M lnis raf.4o 
GeBr4 ref.39 TlCl M 
Gel. ref.39 f l :Sr N 
snC14 M TlI M 
Sn0H3 Cla ret.18 
Sn (OHa)aCla ref. 18 Table 9 
Sn(CH3 ) 3Cl ret.18 
Snl3r4 ref .39 OF a M 
SnCH3 Br 3 ref.18 013 0 t! Sn(CH3 ) 3 :Br 3 ref' .18 SC la !)! 
Sn (CR3 ) 3 Br re:f.18 SeOl:; re:r . 39 
Sn I• M Te Ola M 
SnOH3!3 r ef.18 Tel3r ., M 
Sn (OH3 )aia ref.18 
Sn(CHa)aI ref .. 18 Table 10 
PbCl• ref.39 
see ref .27 
Table 7 
Al 3 018 M 
A.18.Br 1 M 
Al3 I 6 H 
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An Electron D iffraction Investigation of Sulfur Nitride, Arsenic Disulfide (Realgar), 
Arsenic Trisulfide (Orpiment) and Sulfur 
BY CHIA-SI Lu AND JERRY DONOHUE 
Although sulfur nitride, $4N1, has been known 
for over fifty years and is the,parent substance 
of several compounds, its molecular structure has 
remained an unsolved problem. Its molecular 
formula is derived from ebullioscopic and cryo-
scopic m easurements; but neither the methods 
of preparation nor its chemical properties give 
any important clue to its chemical constitution. 
Schenck1 and Muthmann and Clever~ proposed, 
respectively, the stereochemically similar struc-
tural formulas I and II, which are ra ther improb-
able because of the four rings and the small dis-
tances. Later Ruff and Geisel3 proposed the 
formulas III and IV. They gave preference to 
the latter formula, which was also supported by 
· N N S----S 
/~ /~ /~ /~ 
S SSS NNNN 
~/ ~/ ~/ ~/ 
k~k s~~s 
I II 
,.f'N - S=:N /p=k-p~ p=p~ k~ I f~k ~k-p=k ~s-k=p/ 
III IV 
Meuwsen. 4 None of these formulas seems to ac-
count for the chemical properties of sulfur nitride 
satisfactorily. In 1931 Jaeger and Zanstra,5 on 
the basis of their x-ray investigation of the crys-
t a ls of sulfur nitride, reported t;hat the molecules 
had the configuration of two interpenetrating 
concentric bisphenoids (tetragonal bisphenoids) 
of sulfur and nitrogen atoms (formula V). The 
N -S bond length of their model was only about 
1.2 A., which seems to be ·far too short. Their 
r esults are rendered more doubtful, inasmuch as 
they regarded the crystals as being orthorhombic, 
by the fact that the crystals have been shown to 
possess only monoclinic symmetry by means of 
both goniometric and x-ray methods6•7 but usu-
ally twin themselves to exhibit orthorhombic 
symmetry. In 1936 Arnold, Hugill and Hutson8 
proposed formula VI, which would involve reso-
(1) R. Schenck, Ami., 290, 171 (1890). 
(2) W. Muthmann nod A. Clever, quoted in ref. 8. Their pnpcr in 
z. anori:. Chem ., 13, 200 (1896) , however, docs not mention t he 
formula II. 
(3) O. Ruff nnd E. Geisel, Ber., 37, 1573 (1904). 
(4) A. Mcuwsen, ibid., 62, 1959 (1929); 6', 2301, 23ll (1931). 
(6) F . M. Jaeger and J. E. Zanstra, Proc. K . Acad. W<lensch. 
Amsterdlnn, U~I 782 (1931). 
(6) E. Artini, Z . !Crist., "2, 08 (1907); G . F. H. Smith, Mitl . .Mae .. 
16, 117 (1911). 
(7) M. J . Buerger, Am. Min., 21, 575 (1936). His results arc 
quoted ao follows : a. - 8.74 A., bo - 7.H A., Co - 8 .645 A., (1 -
92°21'; c!h - PZi/n: Z - 4 (S.N,) . 
(8) M. H. M. Arnold, J. A. C . Hugill and·J . M. Hutson, J . Chem. 
Soc., 164.o (lllStl). 
nance among several bond structures. They 
also considered formula VII, which would easily 
/k~s/k"D /f"' s s 
s I s I I I "Dk/~k/ N N N 
"'-V 
v VI VII 
account for the formation of the thiotrithiazyl 
ion9 (N 3S4) + from sulfur nitride but would not 
readily account for the other reactions. Formula 
VI was supported by Phalnikar and Bhide, io 
although their argument on the basis of their 
dipole moment · measurements is not at all con-
vincing. . 
The molecular structure of arsenic disulfide 
(realgar) has been another unsolved problem 
in structural chemistry. The possibility of iso-
morphous structures of sulfur nitride and realgar 
was first suggested by Szarvasy and Messinger . 11 
They determined the vapor densities of realgar at 
several temperatures, and found that the meas-
ured vapor density would correspond to As4S4 
at temperatures below 550° but dissociation into 
As2S2 molecules became appreciable at higher 
temperatures. They proposed a structure similar 
to I for the As.S4 molecule except with single bonds 
between the arsenic atoms instead of the triple 
bonds. Recently Buerger12 determined the di-
mensions of the unit cell in the realgar crystal 
and compared them with those in the crystal of 
sulfur nitride,7 and suggested that .the difference 
in the length of the monoclinic b-axis might be 
attributed to the difference in the sizes of the 
arsenic and nitrogen atoms. However, no com·-
plete structure investigation for either substance 
has been reported in the literature. 
Burt13 reported in 1910 that sulfur nitride can · 
be sublimed readily in vacuo at as low a tempera-
~ure as 100°. Realgar also sublimes readily 
in vacuo at temperatures below its melting point 
(307°); and excellent realgar crystals can be 
grown in this way.14 We have therefore under-
taken an electron diffraction investigation of these 
(9) W. Muthmann and E. Seitter, Ber., 80, 027 (1897). 
(IO) N. L. Phalnikar and B. V . Bhide, Current S cirnce , 8 , 473 
(1939). 
(11) E. Szarvasy and C. Messinger, Ber., 80, 1343 (1897). 
(12) M . J . Buerger, Am. Mi11. , 20, 30 (1935). His results are 
quoted as follows : a. - 9.27 A., bo - 13.50 A., ct - 6.56 A .. (1 -
100°37'; C:h - P2iln: Z - 4 (As,S.). 
(13) F. P. Burt, J . Chem. Soe., 117, 1171 (1910) . 
( 14) A. Schullct, Z. Kri1I., 17, 97 (18!17). 
.... 
t...bms8lsiaitomrhutiitudipb!ifstatilun r.trb.e ~ 
of.-lsnr cjmdlsti~tiev~iio fatl *~ 
abititj;hf ~xamin ihg arseitlnrtriliulfid~ (nr.pirfteS) * 
and~ sulfur by means of similar experimental 
techniques. In the case of orpiment, which 
exhibits rather large birefringence in the crystal, 
it• might be expected that the crystal structure 
KIKK~mld be different from that of arsenolite, 15 
which consists of As40a molecules. H owever, 
orpiment can be distilled nnchanged, 16 although 
it ck>es not sublime as readily as realgar. 14 It is 
thus of interest to find out whether it cguld have 
the As40 6 structure in the vapor stateK 1~ mbn the 
case of sulfur a puckered ring structure h as been 
established in the rhombic crystals18 as well as in 
the vapor. rn Since the electron diffraction photo-
graphs of Howe and Lark-Horovitzio apparently 
wei"ei not taken to show features beyond q = 30 
EKq K~ 1 4M/u sin e/2), their patterns are not capable 
of giwing as complete information with regard to 
th~1lizeI configuration, and rigidity of the ring as 
we:bave been able to obtain. 
.We have accidentally taken some excellent 
pho1bgraphs of arsenic trioxide, which appar-
entI¥:.i:ont aminated a sample of stockroom-grade 
· ~ptflle" arsenic trisulfide. Five more features 
c!oukbbe seen and m easured than those reported 
by Hq.mpson and Stosick. 20. Our final parameters 
areasifollows: As-0 = 1.78 = 0.02A.,As-As = 
a .201 ± 0.02 A. and L As-0-As = 128 ± 2° 
(k9 -As-O = 99 ± 2°). These agree very 
Df>~vi with the values of Hampson and Stosick :20 
na mely, As-0 = 1.80 = 0.02 A. , As-As = 
~?S = 0.03 A. and L As-0-As = 126 ± 3°. Ii ' t sp.ould be noted that both the As - 0 bond 
lfil1gth and the oxygen bond angle indicate large 
'.!:/Pounts of double bond character in the As - 0 
l!?nds arising from the unshared electrons on the 
qxygen atoms. 
; Experimental.- The sample of sulfur nitride useo;L in this 
investigation was prepared by the method descnbed by 
Arnold, I;J,u gill and Hutson .8 The sample_ was _recr_ystal-
lized twice from chloro~orm : It burned qme tly m air and 
left 110 residue on subhmation in vactto. T he samples of 
rc;i.Jgar and orpiment were purchased from a mineralogical 
supply service in Pasadena. According to Mr. drie~er of 
this supply service,_ the sources _of these mmeral specimens 
are: realgar, Wlute Caps mme, ~anhattanI keva~a; 
orpimL'fit Mercur, Utah. Both sp ecimens are of very high 
quality. 'The realgar was purified by sublimation in vacuo 
at a temperature of cq-. 300°. Orpiment would not sub-
lime so readily; hence it was fused in vacuo to a glassy mass 
at a tempera; ~MM-4MM° to ~ve both arsenic tri~ 
oxide and rea .JD H!{l.Sl then pulverized . The powdered 
sam ple had a ariDt ow color. Another sample of arsenic 
trisu lfide was prepared artificially by precipitation by 
hydrogen sulfide from a solution of arsenic trichloridelliw 
hydrochloric acid. ·J"he sample of sulfur was obtaine4o 
from t he chemical stockroom. It was apparently of verYl 
high purity, and it left practically 110 residue on sublim':t?. 
t i on in vacuo. I fl! 
T he electron diffraction apparatus used for this investigirl:t 
tion has been described by Brocky~ayKO1 The camera di!\"Jj 
tance used was about 11 cm. The wave length of th51 
electrons (ca. 0.06 A.) was determined agait1st zinc oxide 
smoke22 (a0 = 3.2426 A., c0 = 5.1948 A.) with a camer~1 
of about 40 cm. distance. 
The metal high-temperature nozzle of Brockway and 
l'almer 23 was found to be unsuitable for sulfur nitride and 
realgar. With this nozzle 
ncl •. photographs could be >rl I 
obtained . below a certain · 111 
heating current; · while at 
higher heating current only 
photographs of deconwosi-
tion or reaction products ;., 
resulted. A glass high- •rll 
temperatui::e nozzle of very 
simple design was made to 
meet this difficulty and was 
used throughout this in-
vestigatitm. It consists of 
a small sample tube (diame-
ter 6 mm.; length 2.5 cm.) 
with a male ground joint, 
and a capillary chimney 
(0. D. 6 mm.; I. D. 2 mm. ; 
length 2.5 cm.) with a fe-
male . ground joint on one 
end and a constricted bore 
of 0.5 mm. diameter on the 
other. Each of these two Fig. 1.- Diagram of the 
parts is wound with a few high temperature nozzle : 
turns of no. 26 nichrome A,A', leads for heating coil; 
wire. Of the four sub-
stances studied (aside from B, glass ~hield for upper. 
ar.senic tri~xideFK sulfur ni- part ?f chunney: In actualj 
tndi; reqmred the low~t practice the entire chimney1 
heatmg cur.rent and orpi- was wrapped in asbestos. 1 
ment the highest . No at-
tempt was made to measure the temperature of the vapor 
in the nozzle ; evidently it was never as high as the soften-
ing point of Pyrex glass. A diagram of the nozzle is shown 
in F ig. 1. 
The photographs were examined on a v iewing box and 
for the outer rings, two or more good, heavy photog~aph~ 
were superimposed and examined on a Triplett and Barton 
v iewing lamp of adjustable illumination aperture and in-
tensity. Measurements of the diffraction features were 
made on a comparator in the u su al manner: All the in-
!ensity patterns could be observed up to or beyond q = 80. 
The photographs were all corrected for fi lm expansion hy 
measuring two fiducial d istan('es 011. the film. 
lnterpretation.-Both the radial distribution 
(IS) R. M. Bozarth, THis JouR,,AL, u , 1021 ( 1923); K. E. Almin method24 and the correlation method25 were used 
and A. Westgrcn, Arki• K cmi, Mineral . . GcJ I., i 5B, No. 22 0 942>. in interpreting the photographs. The radial 
abstrllcted 1·0 Che m . Abs. , S6, 5688 (1942). f 
-- - -·- --
distribution unctions were calculated from the <UH E . Mitscherlicll, Ges. Wiss. GiWfogm, 12, 137 (1834), quoted 
in JMl.llo r , "A Comprehensive T reatise on Inorganic and Theoretical visual intensity CtlrVeS by means Of the following 
Cia11t11lstry," Vol. I X. Longm"ns, Londo11, 1929. , , • ~quation 
~yvi Szarvnsy and Messioger (ref. 10) r eported that their vapor • 
d~ilsit;Imcasurements on orpimeot indica ted appreci .. ble dissociatioo · •(2ll L . 0. Brockway , Rev. M od. Phys., 8, 231 (1936) . 
at t6oo•. T hey did not "".ention,. how_ever , whether it was from (22) C. S. Lu nlld E.W. Mnlmbcrg, Rea. Sci. l>islr., 14, 271 (1943). 
AiiM. 
0
;....rrom As.So that orp1ment dissociated. • (23) L. · 0. Brockway; a~jl ,K . J. P11lmer, Tnrs JOURNAL, li9u ¥,81 
l11') ll. fE. Warren 11nd J. T . Burwell , J . Chem. Phys., 3, 6 (1935) . ( 1937). : ·i ae · 
''°) zD~ D . Howe and K. Lark-Horovitz, Phys. Rev., 111, 380A (24) L. Pauliog and L. 0. b ckway, · ibid., 67, 2684' 1n:vaff;1 (lra;). . J R. Spurr 11nd V. Scbom11ker, ibidJ .kjl*6{i3 (1942). • · I_K Kt~mKtqDfl 
I (20) G.h8olHllDlPSOd:load A . J . S t o•iek, TaIS J OURNAL, 60, ,1_!1,14 (25) L. mKauqnll1rd~1MKKgllrKK-KKIgK c.lidWL'"Phjit!/Hu&J1 . 
(1938) . otuJ . ,,,11 ,m . . . . "'J 11 ,,.,.., · ··•ti•• C\N'lJ ')V"JIJ::> rri M:t::>iq'b ?.i ~O '.>ii , 'ua ,r{:t 
-in :iiro~"fB rlJod ~vnMrlil °' •o<H· ). 
b!t7' · rD(r) = ·I: l(q)e- 0•' sin ( ,,.O qr 
' ! q - 1 1 
where a was so determined that e-aq' was 1/10 
rJt 1/20 at q = 90. The unobservable first 
f~~w_:c of the . vis~al curve (dotted part) was 
in'troduced arb1tranly. (In the case of sulfur, 
~tfirst feature was taken from the theoretical 
i~l!rA1Kty curves, cf. Fig. 2.) On the other hand, 
for the correlation treatment the simplified theo-
retical scattering formula, 24 was used to calculate 
0 °"' Z1Z; .. , . (,,. ) I (q) = L., - e-"11• sm - r;;IJ 
. . r1; 10 1,J 
the theoretical intensity curves. The tempera-
ture factor b was taken to be zero unless otherwise 
stated. It is to be noted that sometimes a re-
interpretation of certain features of the photo-
graphs is deemed necessary. Such a change is 
indicated, by the broken lines on the visual curve. 
0 20 
!\, - n (\._.._ ! ! y~v V 'J 
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40 
2 
q. 
60 80 
3 4 
r, A. 
Fig. 2. The raditdt nisiqihution function R ca.lr-1 
culated for this visual curve gives two sharp pea~ 
at 2.07 and 3.28 A. and a broad peak at 4.3-:flsi; 
A. From these we obtain S.S = 2.07 ± 0.02fAt.s 
and L. S-S-S = 105 ± 2°. The broad pealo 
should then arise from the longer S-S terjlf~o 
which, for a regular puckered eight-ring, would rbti 
4.34 and 4.67 A., with weights ca. 2: 1. Severudr 
configurations derivable from a regular puckerfidr 
ring by systematic distortions, such as the " ttiqfo 
form, the "chair" form, the "cradle" form amdi 
the "butterfly" form (Fig. 3), have been shawm.tilt 
be incompatible with the radial distribution peatl:t 
at 4.3-4.4 A. Therefore the fraction of sulfiro 
molecules having these configurations in the v~ 
phase must be small. ~1f:t 
Four theoretical intensity curves A - D ~ 
calculated for regular puckered ring models wiehr 
S-S = 2.07 A. and L S-S-S = 100°, 1MM~ 
106° and 109°, respectively. In order to estinw& 
100 
v 
A 
B 
c 
D 
the thermal vibration of the rm,;t 
two more theoretical curves ( dottedr 
curves) including only the two 
shortest terms were calculatedrMfri 
the models B and C. Qualitatbrel 
comparison reveals at once tli~· 
there is a rather large therfnab 
vibration associated with the pii:l(Ef 
ered ring structure. (We estimatu; 
from the curves B and C ttllia.t: 
var~ ~ 0.15 A. for the two lof?~ 
s-s terms . Curve E calculatiif 
withS - S = 2.07 A., LS-s-s :wr 
J04°50', and this amplitude I M~; 
vibration (corresponding to b .;). 
0.0009) for the two long termsr~[ 
seen to agree very well with ill\!' 
visual curve.) Quantitative coffifl 
parison of the observed and t~ 
calculated features is given~an 
Table I. ~nni 
Both the electron diffra.g1fl;g}fi 
values of Howe and Lark-liIB.IJbl 
vitz 19 (S- S = 2.08 ± lKlaK11~ 
and the X-ray values of t~tft 
and Burwe111s (S-S = 2.:1'?. .!{,.,I, 
L S-S-S = 105°) for the sJA\fl#ii; 
molecule agree satisfactorily'lWititi 
Fig. 2.- Elcctron diffraction curves for sulfur, s. our present results. 1'.l t .s g~; 
0 · t Th f d 1 M~ ~w•f S.S, A.. <S.S.S Remarks 
2.07 100° 
2.07 103° 
2 . 07 106° 
rp1men .- e u se _orp1-
111cnt and the precipitated at1senic 
trisulfide gave identical eleDcty·~ 
diffraction patterns, which at~lt~1-" 
picted in curve V of Fig. 4. ··i.1r'tlie 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
2 . 07 100° 
2.07 104°50' Temperature factor (b = 0 .0009) radial distribution function l*iciaJ-·, 
for two lonirer terms culated for this visual inteooty 
· curve gives a sharp peak at OKO~K-IAK 
We shall describe our results obtained in this and a peak at 3.46 A. with a broad shoulder oil J:).ii;". 
investigation in the following order: sulfur, outside. The first peak (2.25 ± 0.02 A.) coin--
orpimcnt, sulfur nitride and realgar. ,. ""<1?. .>r sponds to a single-bond As-S distance. 26 ('-No 
Sulfur.-The electron. diffraction patil:9Jlil)f • 1&11> Sec L. Pauling. "The Nature olitbe~Boacf .. DF~:;IiI> 
the sulfur molecule Ss is depicted in curve ll?tWl edition, Cornell University Prc!IS, Ithaca , New York. 1940. . (8SQI) 
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MiyJui944 AN ELECTRON anrtta~orii UqsnfrDf~pgC:giil~cuo CoMPOUNDs 
.;1Ji9q q'l.Bl 
q"t.Srla • ~-· 
~t:fDD: Max. 
91Illl: 
U.sma .s · 1 
T .Af#ilg W. :. · : t ' 
pri~ ,..,.-, ; 
1obo. f}f!; QE/ Qobo. 
6.87 5 .6 (0.815) 
:. ~ .8 .,., 8.51 7.6 ( . 893) 
-iaa' b n. 2 
:;l.ss 3 
:t.s .;! 3 
10.05 1MK~ J.; (1.045) 
12.41 ll.ftct (0. 927) 
14.29 13 .6 ( .952) 
mo-4 17.27 16.7 ( . 967) 
-Ill ., 4 19.68 20.1 (1. 021) 
M~fi 5 b9:t'. 
22.05 21.8 0.989 
24.08 24.3 1.009 
J) 6 'Z"/.65 27.7 1.002 
6 32 .08 31.8 0 .991 
v •. 7 35.77 35.6 .995 
-:.J< 7 38.75 39.0 1.006 
9f 8 40 .63 41.0 l.009 
.19 8 42.40 43.0 t.014 
:td-g y 
\) 
'.)!I:t 
46.26 46.6 1.007 
50.89 50.5 0.992 
?rljl.0 55.54 54.2 .976 
10 57.46 57.5 1.001 
11 48.8 
11 60.47 61. 7 1.020 
12 65.60 65.4 0.997 
12 68.64 69.2 1.008 
13 73.0 
13 74 .10 74.3 1.003 
14 76.6 
14 79.60 80.2 1.008 
15 90.3 88.0 (0.975) 
16 99.6 99.2 0.996 
Average 1.001 
• .)! Average deviation 0.008 
!' 
plausible model, however, can be constructed for 
As:iSa such that the As - S bonds would be expected 
to be essentially single bonds and such that the 
pea~ in the radial distribution function are satis-
factorily accounted for. Hence, it is likely that the 
orpiment molecule in the vapor phase is As4S6 and 
has the As40s structure. For As4S6 with this struc-
ture, with As - S = 2.25 A. and L As-S-As = 
100° , we would expect a large As- As peak at 3.45 
A., a small S - S peak at 3.77 A. (which possibly 
falls in the shoulder of the As-As peak), a large 
As-Speak at 4.25 A., and a negligibly small S-S 
peak at 5.33 A. Theoretical intensity curve.<; 
calcuJated for this model with As-S = 2.25 A. 
and L As-S-As = 97° , 100° , and 103°, re-
spectively, are shown in curves A- C of Fig. 4. 
1f,1 order to estimate the thermal effect on such 
a ri~id model, we calculated two more theoretical 
cg!r~es (dotted curves) including only the three 
stt'orter terms for the models B and C. From a 
i-HaJit_ative comparison of the curves B and C with t V1Shal curve it ?s easily seen that if As,S6 l~cules do exist in the vapor phase they can-
n~{!Kgbe as rigid as the As40, molecules. This loss 
dft_~idity is probably due to the high tempera-
ttilt@ used in our investigatimi. 
9JtuNGie was calculated for ,an, As4Sa Kro~f ~ig#j 
0 0 l A 
D E 
Fig. 3.-Some configurations of the eight ring: A, reg 
11lar puckered ring (S8 molecule); B, "tub" form; C, 
"chair" form; D, "cradle" form; E, "butterfly" form. 
As-S = 2.25 A. and L As-S-As = 101° and 
a temperature factor (b = 0.0009) for the two 
longest terms. Quantitative comparison of the 
TABLE II 
OR!'DIBNT 
Min. Max. q ..... qn qo/11oi... 
1 6 .82 6. 5 (0.953) 
2 9.80 8.6 ( .878) 
2 12.48 11.7 ( .938) 
15.93 15.8 .992 <do 3 
3 18.78 19.3 1.028 s T 
22 .23 22.3 1.003 ·2A 4 
4 24.15 24.3 1.006 :I: 
5 26.09 26 .3 1.008 rrr 
5 29.66 29.5 0 .995 .I) 
6 . 33.22 32.9 .990 
6 35.85 37.0 (1.032) 
7 39.55 41.0 (1.037) 
7 4L37 42. 5 (1.027) 
8 43.55 43. 7 1.003 
8 47.10 47.3 1.004 
fil.80 50.8 0.981 
9 54 .87 54. 3 . §90 1 
9 
10 57.0 q 
10 59.15 58 r. 
·" 
.989 
11 61. 71 61. 5 .997 
11 64.05 64.5 1.007 
12 68.26 68.3 1.001 
12 71.34 71.3 0.999 
13 73.2i 73. 5 1.003 I 
13 76.95 75. 6 0. 982 tJ 
14 82.71 82.4 .996 
15 89.8 88.8 .9i9 't 
16 95.4 .sr93.0 .975 . 
-··· Av~~ · . <iJfd> 
. .:s. IKIi:K;I·~l°DwifK~B E~ci~F 
.(llM!I) OQill ,II DiM't , M .V". (8S:) 
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intensity curve gives a sharp peak 
at 1.62 A., another equally sharp 
but somewhat stronger. peak at 
2.69 A. with a slight asymfile'try 
on the inside, followed by a small 
shouldering peak at about 3.1 A., 
a small peak at 3.78 A:, and possi-
bly another small but broad peak 
at about 4.2 A. The first peak at 
1.62 A. undoubtedly arises lrom 
the N -S bonds in the sulfur ni-
tride molecule. Since the length 
of a single S - N bond is expected 
to be ca. 1.74 A. while that bf a 
double bond is ca. 1.54 A.,26 it 
seems that practically all the S- N 
bonds in the sulfur nitride mole-
cule would have considerable 
amounts of double bond character. 
The second peak at 2.69 A. might 
be interpreted as due mostly to the 
S-S in tractions; if this is '1the 
case, the bond angle L S - N -S 
would be close to 112° . ~­
while, the relative sizes of the first 
two peaks might have some signifi-
Fig. 4.-Electron diffraction curves for orpiment, As6S1: 
cance which must be taken into 
consideration. At any rate,&Iour 
radial distribution function indi-As-S, A < As-S-As Remarks 
2.25 97° 
2.25 100° 
2.25 103° 
cates that the sulfur nitride thble-
cule is rather compact, since no 
A 
B 
c 
D 2.25 101° Temperature factor (b = 0.0009) 
for two longest terms 
important long distance in the 
molecule is shown by it. 
The height of the first peak and 
observed and the calculated features is given in 
Table II. Our final parameters are as follows: 
As-S = 2.25 ± ·0.02 A., L As- S-As = 100 
± 2° ( L p-As~p = 114 :. ± 2°). The As4Ss 
molecules exhibit large thermal vibration 1,1.nder 
our experimental conditions: , 
The orpiment crystal probably bears a similar 
relationship to As4Ss molecules as orthorhombic 
antirn,ony trioxide (valentinite) 27 does to Sb40 6, 
and possibly even as monoclinic arsenic trioxide 
(cla udetite) does to As4Qn, although the crystal 
structure of claudetite is not -yet known . 
It is. interesting to note that Medlin28 obtained 
for orpiment the following interaiomic distance 
peaks: 2.24 A. (somewhat asymmetric), 3.46 A., 
and 4.39 A., from the radial distribution treat-
ment of x-ray .powder photographs . Although 
the close agreement with our radial distribution 
function is apparently coincidental, this tends to 
indicate that the bond lengths and bond angles 
in the orpiment crystal are not subject to severe 
deformation during the process of volatilization. 
Sulfur Nitride.- The electron diffraction pat-
tern of the sulfur nitride molecule S4N4 is rep-
resented by curve V of Fig. 5 . Tlie radial dis-
tributdq~ function R c.alculated for this visual 
EOT~ J. B11~Kr er and S. B . Hendricks, Z. lvisl .. 98, 1 (Hl37). I > . (28) :V. M in, THIS JOURNAL, GB, 1590 (1936). 
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its shape would exclude all models · 
involving either more than one direct bond be-
tween the sulfur atoms or more than two N .l.U!4r 
bonds. Hence the structural formulas II ~ 
IV are very improbable. Formula III, on ~· 
other hand, is not likely to be correct sine~! 
the radial distribution function indicates thatl 
there is no important distance longer than 3.1 N9 
in the molecule. Jaeger and Zanstra's modeP 
(V) is also not acceptable, because even if tliC1 
N-S bond length and the size of the nitrt9J 
gen bisphenoid should be made more reas-;;J. 
able, the interatomic · distance spectrum of ~l 
radial distribution function could not be fitt&fl. 
at all. As a .matter of fact, we have not bbil 
able to find any satisfactory models consisti "' 
of two interpenetrating concentric bisphenoids ' ; 
nitrogen and sulfur atoms. •<J?. 
Formula VI represents a limiting case of one·f~ 
the several plausible configurations which </wJ;, 
be ·derived from a regular puckered eight-rin&cRfa 
alternate sulfur and nitrogen atoms by systraB
1
-
atic distortions. Calculations were made for t 
planar models of formula VI with N -S =!F~ 1 A. and S-S = 2.08 A. and 1.88 A., respectj*.JJln 
The theoretical curves A1 and A2 are sho~ilb 
Fig. 5; and the corresponding interatomi.flr dilr.t 
tarice ·~tra are shown under R. Sincauthc 
inter-ring distances contribute less 
than one-fifth of the total molecu-
lar scattering, the analysis of these 
two planar models suffices to show 
that such a configuration, sug-
gested by Arnold, Hugill and 
Hutson,8 is not likely, insofar as 
it is impossible to get a sufficiently 
important term at about 3.1 A. 
The counterpart of such a con-
figuration obtained by the ex-
cblUlge of the sulfur and nitrogen 
~s equally unsatisfactory. 
,:t:>ll1'tgular puckered ring model 
O.ldielso investigated. With 
llridir =r 1.62 A. and LS-N - S = 
Jd-Q,\t.sqid the angle L N-S-N 
tiski.,mas a variable parameter, 
satisfactory agreement with the 
tediftb:tdistribution function can 
bcb'.>ittli-ined (although the relative 
hrilftta of the peaks are not cor-
~ but only with the unreason -
ablJ[.euall value 70° for the sulfur 
bc:Wsangle. · 
, ~other simple "cradle" mod-
els; I(lne the counterpart of the 
otbtr~ can be derived from the 
RUckw:-ed ring configuration. One 
qe>nCI~ting of a bisphenoid of nitro-
g$. Atoms and a square of sulfur 
atoJ."L\fi was found to be unlikely by 
comnarison with the radial distri-
butiop. function and by calculation 
of a theoretical curve for a model 
(curve B, Fig. 5) of this type which 
most nearly agrees with the radial 
~tribution function. The limit-
ijlg form of this structure, obtained 
~~ reducing the N - N distance 
lj!ICEOSS the "cradle" to 1.47 A., the 
~ ~ N single bond distance, 2u can-
lJPt be made to fit the radial dis-
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Y:ibution function and at best de-
1µands unreasonably small non-
\wnded N - N distances and sulfur 
bond angles. Essentially the same 
<Wficulties are encountered with 
ijm less symmetrical model analo-
CIH#$ to this which would be t aken 
wtJ:he modern realization of form-
lJ}I\ I. The counterpart of this 
!:Fga~lle" configuration, consisting 
@a bisphenoid of sulfur atoms and 
Fig. 5.-Electron diffraction curves for sulfur nitride, S,N, : 
)fl 
!2 
.rr 
Configuration ~ 
A, formula VI, planar, S-S = 2.08 A. 
As formula VI, planar, S-S = 1.88 A. s 1 
j 
t 
B 
c 
"cradle," bisphenoid of nitrogen atoms, N-N 
Our proposed structure (cf. Fig. 7) 
2.55 A. 
D "tub" form 
E, "cage" form (formula VII), intervening N-S 1.62 A. 
E2 "cage" form (formula VII), intervening N-S = 1.74 A. 
SdH!Uare of nitrogen atoms, is , on the other hand, a 
promising configuration. A model with N -S = 
h&J•A., L S-N-S = 112°, and L N - S- N = 
WBPo(the distribution of the sulfur atoms is tetra-
llMral in this model) gives curve C of Fig. 5; 
the corresponding interatomic distance sRectrum 
l ... e ,I .J bn ' ' ' . 
•r··(OO)tN. Schomaker and .D. "JV .. 6ite"te:aadltJ"n..'jou.aNAL, 63, 3r) 
( 19-11) : I'. A. Giguue nnd \". l"chomakcr. ibid .• Ill, 2026 (11M3)1;11MH) 
is shown under R. Quantitative comparison Oh 
the observed features and those calculated fof> 
this model is given in Table III. ·f:t 
Models of the "chair" and of the " tub" fonnit 
derived from the puckered ring configuratiow 
were also considered but were found toJbe un.<1 
satisfactory. Curve D of Fig. 5 was m.ltulated; 
fOr J la "tub" model involving four eoplfln:(tl 
)9 
TABLE III 
SULFUR NITRIDE 
Min. Max. Qoba. qc qc/qob•. 
1 8.90 9.0 (1. 011) 
2 12.24 11.7 (0. 956) 
2 16.02 16.0 .999 
3 20.60 20.6 1.000 
3 24.83 25.7 (1. 035) 
4 28.32 29 .3 (1. 034) 
4 31.53 31.8 1.009 
5 35.95 35.6 0.990 
5 39.42 39.7 1.007 
6 43.54 43.5 0.999 
6 46.23 46.8 1.012 
7 49.14 49.6 · 1.009 
7 53 . 51 53.6 1.002 
8 57.12 57.6 1.008 
8 60.85 61.5 1.011 
9 63 . 96 64.0 1.001 
9 67.43 67.0 0.994 
10 72 .33' 71. 5 .989 
r ]() 75. 92 77.3 1.018 JJ 81.3 
11 81.67 84.3 (1. 032) 
12 87.2 
12 91.2 91.1 0.999 
Average 1.003 
Average deviation 0.007 
"cis" groupings S-N-S-N with N - S = 1.62 
A. and L S-N-S = L N-S-N = 112°. 
In order to obtain fair agreement with the radial 
distribution function it is necessary to distort 
this configuration toward the "cradle" form 
(Model C), and good agreement with respect 
to the relative heights of the peaks of R cannot 
be obtained without approaching the "cradle" 
form very closely. Similar difficulties were in-
volved in the "chair" structure. 
Th_e "cage" structure represented by formula 
VII should consist of two interpenetrating but 
not concentric trigonal pyramids of nitrogen and 
sulfur atoms. Calculations were made for 
models with N-S = 1.62 A., L S-N-S = 
L N-S-N = 112° for the two end groups NS3 
and SN3 and the intervening N -_-S = 1.62 A. 
and 1.74 A., respectively. The theoretical in-
tensity curves E1 and E2 are given in Fig. 5 
together with the corresponding interatomic dis-
tance spectra. Since five parameters (namely, 
three distances for the S - N bonds and two 
pyramidal angles) are required to describe this 
structure if it has symmetry Cav, it should be 
possible to construct models with this "cage" 
configuration in satisfactory agreement with the 
diffraction pattern. Nevertheless we believe that 
this configuration may be rejected by considera-
tion of the following plausible bond structures 
which makes it difficult to understand how the 
N-S bonds could have such a considerable 
amount of double bond character as is indicated 
hy the shott avelage. bond length 1.62 .A. 1;Jt·,is 
40 
+ + 
s 
_/11"' -
·N· N ·N· 
. I. I . I. 
:S: :S: :S: 
I ;F~/ 
.. + 
s _/1~-
:N : :N::N: 
I I I 
·s· ·s +·s· - ~i/ · 
+ 
.rri 
, ft 
A '{i it, ,, B C · 
also to be noted 'that: t:ms. structure could hardly 
account. f'?r most of the chemical properties of 
sulfur mtride. · 
The electron diffraction data alone are not suffi-
cient to establish with certainty the "cradle" 
model for sulfur nitride, and, as a matter of fact 
it would seem to be not altogether impossible1t~ 
construct models of other configurations whicli 
would be compatible with the diffraction pattern. 
We shall, however, make no further attempt to 
exhaust all the possibilities. 1 
Realgar.-The eleetron diffraction pattern ofc 
the realgar Il!-olecule As4S4 is represented by the 
curve V of Fig. 6. The radial distribution funcl 
tion R calculated for this visual intensity curw 
gives a sharp peak at 2.23 A., a small peak 'd.t 
2.55 A., a strong but broad peak at 3.50 A., anU 
very weak and broad peak at about 4.75 A.; 
it resembles the radial distribution function ~ 
orpiment (Fig-. 4) to a certain extent. The ~ 
peak at 2.23 A. must arise from the As - S bd:fRltg 
Since 2.23 A. is very close to the single ~ 
value 2.25 A. found in the orpiment mol~ 
the As-S bonds in the realgar and the orpim8ttl 
molecules probably have comparable amount:IJl@f 
double bond character. The small peak at ~M11 
A., if it is significant, may be interpreted as tttl@ 
to As -As bonds. The next peak seems to con~ 
of at least. tw~ unresolved interatomic distan~g 
one of which is an As -As term. According W 
this interpretation the bond angle L As-S-mf 
is apparently not greater than 106°. This ma:s' 
be taken as an indication that as far as hon;! 
is concerned the sulfur atoms in the real 
molecule are more like those in dimethyl dis ' ft@ 
(107°) 30 and in sulfur (105°) than like ~ 
in sulfiµ- dioxide (120°) .3 1 It is interest~pt 
note that there is no important long dist-rtll 
the realgar molecule. ·n hnod 
The formulas II- IV suggested for the r~ 
nitride molecule could also be formulated for ~ 
realgar molecule. None of them, however, cotltt 
be made to fit the radial distribution functioi\ft 
A regular puckered eight-ring of alternate arsenllf 
and sulfur atoms is also not acceptable. Since 
the bond angle L As-S-As is small relative tO 
the tetrahedral angle we were unable to construct\ 
a satisfactory "cage" model. q 
On the other hand, a ' ' cradle" configuratiorl 
consisting of a bisphenoid of arsenic atoms and a 
(30) D . P. Stevcosoo a od J . Y . Beach, Tms JOURNAL, 60, 287i. 
(1938). .:t 
(31) P . C. Cross and L . 0. Brockway, J . Che1". Phys., 3, 821 
(1935) ; . v. Schomaker antf n. P. S tevenson, qm~ JoU RN A1 ., 62, 'Qi;(I 
(1940). ,,, ·"" . . I : (Hiil ) 
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~ of sulfur atoms (involving 
fDP"angement of bonds in the 
~ula proposed by Szarvasy and 
Messinger11) was found to be plaus-
ible. Theoretical intensity curves 
A-C were calculated for such 
'!cradle" models with As-S = 
2.23 A., As -As = 2.44, 2.49, and 
2.55 A., respectively, and the 
weighted average value of the 
longer As-As and As-S terms at 
about 3.50 A. These are.shown in 
Fig. 6. ...'.urve B reproduces the 
qualitative features rather satis-
faqtorily. Quantitative compari-
soH-of the observed and the calcu-
lated features is given in Table IV. 
As in the case of sulfur nitride, no 
attempt is made to exhaust all the 
possible models of other configura-
_tjons that are compatible with the 
g}ffraction pattern. 
~fncidentally it is to be noted 
.'ft!{t Medlin, 28 from the radial dis-
loution treatment of x-ray pow-( photographs, obtained for lgar the following interatomic tance peaks: 2.16 E~omewh:;t ft1ymmetric), 3.54 and 4.52 A. 
rym~~Iagreement with our finding 
l~lft at all disappointing. 
,- b!>.tr,f TABLE IV 
I air 
!Gdi 
qi~nK 
2 
3 
4 
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, 
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l\ila.:x. 
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REALGAR . 
Qobs. Qn 
7.29 7.6 
9.75 9.4 
12.45 12.3 
15.79 15.6 
18.49 18.7 
21 .94 22.0 
24.13 24.3 
26 .28 26.5 
29 .75 29 .5 
33.09 =~OKS 
36. 15 35. 7 
38.08 38.3 
:~9K 74 40 .. 5 
43 .47 43 .4 
46 91 47.0 
.52 .22 52 .5 
56.65 57 .1 
61.06 60.7 
65 .21 65.6 
69 .05 69.5 
72.69 74.0 
77.63 78.9 
82.12 83.1 
86.71 86.5 
90 .2 90 .0 
Average 
A verage~tion 
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Fig. 6.-Electron diffraction curves for realgar, As,S,: 
As-As, A. 
A 2 .44 
B 2 .49 
c 2 .55 
non-bonded As-As, A. 
3.45 
3.45 
3.43 
non-bon<lcd As-S, A. 
3.58 
3.61 
3.66 
All models have configuration as in Fig. 7, bonded As-S = 2.23 A. 
qB/Qob•. 
(1. 043) 
(0. 964) 
.988 
.988 
1.011 
1.003 
1.007 
1.008 
0 .992 
.985 
.988 
1.006 
l.OHl 
n.998 
l.002 
l . 005 
1.008 
0.994 
1.006 
1.007 
1. 018 
L.016 
1.012 
0.998 
0.998 
1.002 
0.00&._. ' ' 
Discussion 
The structure of the sulfur molecule is essen -
tially the same as that in the crystal, as was to be 
expected. The large thermal libration of the 
puckered sulfur molecule is apparently asso-
ciated with the flexibility of the eight-ring struc-
ture. In orpiment the bond angle L As-S-As 
(100 :1: 2°) is found to be much smaller than the 
corresponding angle L As-0-As (128 :1: 2°) 
in the As406 molecule. This effectively draws 
the neighbors to the arsenic atom~ closer without 
perturbing the coordination :of the sulfur atoms 
to an unnecessary extent. ,._The double bond 
character of the As -S bonds i~ 1also diminished .. 
Our results on the sulfur nitride and realgar 
molecules are gratifying insofar .as these help to 
make another step forward in the solution of these 
two unsolved problems in structural chemistry. 
These structures cannot yet be established with 
cert ainty, although several of the structures pro-
posed by previous workers are definitely eli-
minated. We believe that a detailed analysis of 
the crystal structures of sulfur nitride and realgar, 
which should be simplified by our present results, 
will lead to the ultimate solution of these two 
problems. (The ease of sublimation of these 
substances and their solubility in several organic 
solvents indicate that the crystals are molecular. 
It seems.llkely; that the stJ;uctures in vapor and 
D{lDgnltaKyrlewrisrua~KKF1b W.artime duties, howeyer, 
prevent us from undertaking an extensive x-ray 
investigation at this time. 
r we have shown from our electron diffraction 
data that "cradle" structures lead to satisfactory 
models (Fig. 7). For the sulfur nitride molecule 
~his "cradle" model consists of a bisphenoid of 
sulfur atoms and a square of nitrogen atoms, 
with N-S = 1.62 A., L S-N-S = 112°, and 
L N-S-N = 106°. For the realgar molecule 
the vertices of the bisphenoid are occupied by the 
arsenic atoms instead of the sulfur atoms, and 
.these arsenic atoms are connected by single bonds. 
The dimensions are as follows: As-S = 2.23 A. 
~±MKMO A.), As-As = 2.49 (±0.04 A.), L s-S-As = · 101° , L S-As-S = 93°, and  S_:As-As = 100°. 
SULFUR NITRIDE REALGAR 
O=s 8=N O =As 8=s 
F ig. 7.-The molecular structures proposed for realgar 
and sulfur nitride. 
Our "cradle" ·structure for the realgar molecule 
is conventional as is indicated by the bond struc-
~ure D and the observed bond lengths. Its 
S--As-S 
is I L 
I I I 
S--As-S 
D. 
simple relationship to the structure of the As4S6 
molecule is borne out by the fact that orpiment 
and realgar can be easily converted into one 
another at high temperatures. The conversion 
of realgar to orpiment would involve simply in-
serting a sulfur atom between each As - As pair. 
Moreover, the chemical reactions of realgar are 
in general typical of sulfides and trivalent arsenic 
compounds. 
If the arsenic atoms of this model for the realgar 
molecule were now replaced by nitrogen atoms 
and the N - N bonds across the "cradle" were 
made practically single bonds, then in order to 
make the side of the sulfur square ca. 2. 7 A. in 
length the non-bonded N - N distance and the 
sulfur bond angle would have to be too small to 
be reasonable; also, the stronger tendency of the 
sulfur atoms (compared with the nitrogen atoms) 
toward high coordination would never be realized; 
T he " cradle" model for the sulfur nitride mole-
cule, on the other hand, do.esi>b.otJ?.iiw-0lve apy 
such difficulty, although it should be noted that 
the S-S distances in this model are much shorter 
than the ordinary van det Waals separation (3.7 
A.26). Our structure probably involves retil/.. 
nance among the following bond structures, iiKf~ 
eluding some of those in which sulfur has a decet 
of electrons, and other less important ones. 
+ + 
.. 
··- -
.. 
··-N==S-N: :N-S-N: 
I I 
+.Ll-1,.+ 
iT 
:S: :S: '); 
I I • 1 I 1 • .. ++ + .. 
_:N-S=N :N-S-N N==S-N: :k-p-k:~ 
.. .. 
-
.. ,,_ I 
I 
I I 
I 
I + + 
.. .. .. :S: :S: :S: S: ~ 
N=S=N N==S-N I I I II ; I I I I I II :N - S-N: :N-S-N,)r 
:S: :S: =m= + .. .GI I I + 
N - S=N N-5=N G H ·A 
.. .. .. . . .. .. tJ; 
E F >q 
Of these structures E is probably the most i~~ 
portant. Hence each N -S bond is expect~tl 
to have about 25% double bond character, w~~ 
is borne out by the short bond length of 1KSO~ 
The bond angles, ca. 112° for L S-N-S atli 
106 ° for L N - S - N, are also reasonable for th1§ 
type of bond structure. However, it must. b~ 
pointed out that the deviation of the S-N -S-N 
groupings from the "cis" configuration is grea~ 
(ca. 58°). Since a similar situation is found in 
the similar compact structures of As406, P40A 
and P.010 molecules, where it has been argued26 
that the bonds have considerable amounts of 
double bond character, it may well be true that 
the coplanarity condition for the configuration 
of such groupings is not stringent when other 
than first first-row atoms are involved because 
of the available d orbitals for bond formation. 
It should also be noted that the short S-S 
distances across the "cradle" (ca. 2.69 A.) give 
an indication of the importance of the ;bond 
structures F, G and H . We believe that the 
stability of such structures as these and the 
choice between the two "cradle" structures for 
the sulfur nitride and realgar molecules depends 
to a large extent upon a delicate balance between 
the difference in sizes, coordination tendencies, 
and multiple-bond-forming powers of the two 
kinds of atoms on one hand and the difference in 
their electronegativities and the distribution of 
formal charges on the other. This helps us to 
understand why such molecules as N 40 4 and P 4S4 
are unstable and are not known to exist. 
It may be mentioned that our "cradle" struc-
ture for the sulfur nitride molecule is rather closely 
related to Arnold,' Hugill and Hutson's model,8 
and also to the formula IV proposed by Ruff 
and Geisel3 and supported by Meuwsen.4 It is 
accordingly not surprising that our structure ac-
counts satisfactorily for the chemical considera-
tions Ruff and Geisel, 3 Meuwsen, 4 and Arnold, 
Hugill and Hutson8 brought forward to support 
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their respective formulas. Thus when sulfur 
nitride is hydrogenated the resulting substance 
H(N4S4, 1 presumably has a ring structure with 
alternate sulfur and (imino) nitrogen atoms. 
(Tpe structure of H4N4S( reported by Jaeger and 
Zanstra6 cannot be correct for the same reasons 
which we have discussed in regard to their struc-
ture of sulfur nitride.) In the formation of the 
thiotrithiazyl ion9 (NaS4) + on boiling sulfur 
nitride with acetyl chloride, the "cradle" struc-
tt?"~ wi~h its eig~t-ring .is apparently torn open, 
givmg nse to an 1on havmg possibly the following 
chain structure : S=N - +S=N -S-N=S, which 
dt::rives its stability from resonance between two 
identical bond structures. The molecule is also 
degraded on chlorination with the formation of 
(SNC1)3, 4 which possibly has the structure 
Cl 
/~ 
-N N -
I I c1- s+ +s-c1 
"-w: 
The existence of (SNCl)4 is probable, although it 
has not been definitely established. Regarding 
the formation of coordination compounds of sulfur 
nitride with metallic chlorides such as SnC14 
and M0Cl4,32 Arnold, Hugill and Hutson's ex-
planation8 in terms of a "unique" sulfur atom in 
the sulfur nitride molecule is by no means neces-
sary. 
(32) 0 . C. M. Davis, J. Cliem. S oc., 1575 (1906); H. Wllbling, 
Z. anorg. Chem ., 57, 280 (1908). 
We wish to thank Dr. V. Schomaker for help-
ful suggestions and illuminating discussions . 
Summary 
Sulfur (Ss), orpiment (As4Sn) , sulfur nitride 
(S4N 4), and real gar (As4S4) were studied by the 
method of electron diffraction. The S8 molecule 
is a regular puckered-ring with S-S = 2.07 :1: 
0.02 A. and L S-S-S = 105 :1: 2° and it 
exhibits a rather large amplitude of therm~l vibra-
tion. Orpiment _sublimes at high temperatures, 
presumably to gtve As4S6 molecules which have 
the As40s structure and the following dimen-
sions: As-S = 2.25 :1: 0.02 A., L As-S-As 
= 100 ± 2° ( L p-As~p = 114 :1: 2°). The 
molecular structures of sulfur nitride S4N4 and 
realgar As4S4 cannot be established with cer-
tainty from the electron diffraction data alone. 
although several structures proposed by previou~ 
workers are definitely eliminated. We have 
shown that cradle-shaped configurations of an 
alternating eight-ring lead to satisfactory models. 
For sulfur nitride this "cradle" model consists of a 
bisphenoid of sulfur atoms and a square of nitro-
gen atoms, with N -S = 1.62 ± 0.02 A., S-S 
= 2.69A., L S-N-S = 112° and L N-S-N = 
106°. For realgar the model consists of a bi-
sphenoid of arsenic atoms and a sCJ._uare of sulfur 
atoms with As-S = 2.23 ± 0.02 A., As-As = 
2.49 ± 0.04 A., and L As-S-As = 101 :1: 4° 
(L S-As-S = 93°; L S-As-As = 100°) . 
These results are discussed, special attention be-
ing given to the unconventional sulfur nitride 
structure and its relation to the realgar structure. 
PASADENA 4, CALIFORNIA RECEIVED JANUARY 24, 1944 
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The Structure of Spiropentane 
BY J ERRY DONOHUE , GEORGE L. H UMPIIREY AND VERNER SCHOMAKER 
Murray and Stevenson1 have prepared a C6H 8 
hydrocarbon by the debromination of penta-
erythrityl bromide with zinc dust. They as-
signed t o this substance the spiropentane struc-
ture (I ) on the basis of its Raman spectrum, 
chemical properties, and method of preparation. 
We h ave confirmed this assignment of structure 
by an elect ron diffraction investigation carried 
out on a sample of the new hydrocarbon supplied 
us by Dr. Murray. 
Experimental.- The electron diffraction ap-
paratus used in this investiga tion h as been 
described by Brockway. 2 The ..:amera distance 
was 10.86 cm., and the wave length of the elec-
trons, determined against zinc oxide smoke, 3 was 
0.0609 A. Photographs taken with the sample 
at 0° sh owed features extending to q values of 
about ninety-five (q = 40/>-. sin ?J/ 2). 
Interpretation.- Both the rad ia l distribution 
method 4 a nd the correlation method 6 were used 
in interpreting the photographs. The radial dis-
tribution curve was calculated with the equation 
rD(r) = QI:x I(q)e-0 •' sin( 0 rq) 
q - 1 
where a was so determined that e-aq• equals 
1/ 10 at q = 100. The values of I(q) were taken 
from curve V (Fig. 1) , which was drawn to repre-
sent the appearance of the photographs. The 
unobservable fir st feature (dotted) was drawn to 
agree approxirna t ely with the theoretical curves. 
Theoretical intensity cu1ves for the correla tion 
treatment ·were calculated using the simplified 
theoretical scattering formula 
( ""'"' z,z; . ( .,. ) I q) = L.. - e - b,;q• sm - r;;q 
i,j Ti; . 10 
(1) M. J. M urray u.od E. H. Stevenso n, THIS J OURNAL, 661 8 12 
(1044). 
(2) L. 0. f>rockwuy. Reo. Mod. Phys., 8, 231 (1930). 
(3) C . S. Lu and E. W. Malmberg, Rev. Sci. Instr., U, 271 (1943). 
(4) L. Pauling and L. 0. B rockw:ly , T w s J OURNAL, 69, 2181 
(1937); R. Spurr and V. Schomaker, ibid., 6(, 2093 (1942). 
(5) L . Pauling and L. 0. Brockway, J. Chem. Phys., ll, 867 ( 1034). 
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The temperature factor b was given the value 
0.00016 for bonded C-H terms, 0.0003 for non-
bonded C-H t erms, and zero for C-C terms. 
These calculations were made with punched cards 
on International Business Machines. 
The radial distribution curve, R of Fig. l, 
shows maxima at 1.09, 1.49, 2.19 and 2.77 A., and 
a shelf a t 3.0 A. This curve is in complete agree-
ment with the spiropentane structure, as shown 
by the heavy vertical lines representing the vari-
ous distances and their am plitudes in the finally 
accepted model. Direct estimates of the angle 
parameters of the spiropentane structure (I) can 
easily be made with the information provided by 
the radial distribution function. The average 
C- C bond distance 1.49 A. and t he non-bonded 
C···C dist ance 2.77 A. correspond to a C2C3C1 
bond angle of 61°. Taken with these data, the 
C-H distance 1.09 A. and the shortest non-
bonded C·· ·H distance 2.19 A. then imply an 
HCH bond angle of 121 ° . 
T heoretical intensity curves were drawn (Fig. 
1) for various models of the spiropentane struc-
ture (I) with a molecular symmetry of D2d -
42m, with the reasonable assumption that the 
plane of L. H CH bisects L. CCC. There are 
then three parameters which determine the con-
figuration of the molecule. These were taken as 
L. C2CaC1, L. HCH, and the ratio C-H/ C2- C3• 
T hese parameters were varied in a systematic 
fashion. Since the curves are relatively insensi-
t ive to changes involv ing the hydrogen atoms 
only, the second and third parameters cannot be 
determined with great accuracy. Thus if L. Cr 
CaC1 = 61.5° and C-H/ C2-C3 = 1.08/1.48, then 
comparison with the appearance of the photo-
graphs show that L. H CH = 120 ± 8°, whereas 
if C-H /C2- C3 = 1.08/ 1.48 and L. HCH = 120° , 
L. C2CaC1 = 61.5° with an uncertainty of only 
about one degree. W ith a longer or shorter 
C- H distance and/ or an H CH angle differing 
considerably from 120°, however, the range of 
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¢C2C3C1 in which agreement can be obtained is 
increased; for example, a C-H distance of 1.12 
A., a larger L HCH, and a larger L C2C3C1 would 
give a curve in fairly satisfactory agreement with 
the photographs, as can be seen by referring to 
Fig. 1. But by virtue of the existing knowledge 
of hydrocarbon structures and the confirmation 
Provided by the radial distribution, we believe it 
i9:reasonable to assume for the formal statement 
of] our results that C-H/C2-Ca does not differ 
sifbificantly from 1.08/1.48 and that L HCH lies 
sOm.ewhere within the range 120 ± S0 • With 
t!lese restrictions qualitative consideration of 
all the theoretical scattering curves and quanti-
~tive comparison of the observed q values with 
t!ile calculated q values for the best curve H as 
MWn in Table I leads, in agreement with the 
~al distribution function, to the following 
sftit.ctural parameters and probable limits of 
error: C-H = LOS A. (assumed), L HCH = 
120° ± S0 (assumed), (C-C)av. = 1.49 ± 0.01 
A., and L C2CaC1 = 61.5 ± 2° (Ci-C3 = 1.4S ± 
U.03 A., C1-C2 = 1.51 :1:: 0.04 A.) . 
TABLE I 
Min. Max. <lobe. qu qu/qob•. 
1 5.29 6.0 (1.134) 
1 7 .86 7.6 (0. 967) 
1 2 11.91 11.5 ( . 966) 
2 16.94 17.0 1.004 
3 19.66 19.6 (0 . 997) 
3 22.18 21.0 ( . 947) 
4 26.00 25.5 . 981 
4 30.42 29 . 8 .980 
5 34.87 34.9 1 .001 
5 38.81 40.0 (1. 031) 
6 41.84 41.8 (0 . 999) 
6 45.03 44.7 . . 993 
7 49.62 49.7 1.002 
7 53.58 53.4 (0. 997) 
8 55.47 55.5 (1. 001) 
I r 8 58.25 58.4 1.003 
9 63.95 63 . 1 0 .987 
~K 9 68.20 68.3 1.001 
11!.I 10 70 .73 70.6 0 . 998 [fr 10 73 .60 72.4 .984 
· r 11 77.91 77 .1 .990 
11 81.88 81.9 1.000 
12 90.64 90.7 1.001 
12 95 . 50 96.0 1.005 
. 'J fl:.I J . Average (fifteen features) 0 . 995 
ui I Average deviation .008 
ll 1 
u By means of the radial distribution function, 
and with the help of theoretical scattering func-
tions, including those calculated for the investi-
ga tion of methylenecyclobutane6•7 and 1-methyl-
cyclobutene, 6 we have attempted an exhaustive 
con sideration of the possibility that some other 
plausible C 6H 8 structure might be in agreement 
(6) W . Shand, V . Schomaker and J. R. F ischer, Tms JouRNAL, 66, 
636 (1944). ,.o ... ~··a . 
(7) s . H . Bauer and J. Y . Beach, ilJid:, 6', 11iODIt9ttr~ rr. 1 > 
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Fig. 1.-Electron diffraction curves for spiropentane (I): 
LC2C.C1 LHCH C - H / C1- C1 
58.5° 130° 1.09/ 1.49 A 
120° 1. 09/1. 49 B 
60° 130° 1.12/ 1. 49 c 
1.09/1.49 D 
120° 1. 06/1. 49 E 
61.5° 130° 1. 09/1. 49 F 
J-:.5 !), 120° 1.12/1. 49 G 
:ia :>JU 1. 1.09/1.49 H 
oq ?. i J 1. 06/ 1. 49 I 110° 1. 09/ 1. 49 J <: 
63° 130° 1. 09/1.49 K 
120° 1. 06/ 1. 49 L 
64.5° 130° 1.09/ 1. 49 M 
1,1,1-Bicyclopentane (II) N 
Visual curve v 
Radial distribution curve R 
with the diffraction data. On the basis of chemi-
cal and spectral evidence, M urray and Stevenson 
concluded that their substance cont ained no 
multiple bonds, and must therefore be bicyclic. 
Among the bicyclic C6Hs structures there is none 
except spiropentane which can be made to agree 
with too><lliiiractionh'cbbl" . . niai ipartiicular.1r the 
configuration of 1,1,1-bicyclopentane (II) , wtif&.' 
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is not definitely excluded by consideration of the 
Ra(D.atr spectrum, 8 is in marked disagreement 
t
ith the radial distribution integral for all_ pos-
ble valqe~ of the bond angles. In order t o 1llus-
rate t)le'..great disagreement with the observed 
iffraction ~patternI we have calculated a theo-
etical scattering curve (N of Fig. 1) for a model 
f 'this molecule with all C-C-C bond angles 
~qualK It is obvious that no reasonable varia tion 
bf the angles would improve the appearance of 
the cttcye- · (The stringent geometrical condi-
~I ions o~ 'the C-C-C angles in the structure ~ake t impfobab1e that any of them could possibly iffer by as much as 10° from the value 82° used 
tor curve 1N'.) ' "' The radial distribution function, often m~r~ly y virtue of the large bond angle of ca. 138 m -
dicated by the peaks a t 1.49 and 2.77 A., imme-
diately excludes the other bicyclic structures, as 
well as all plausible C6H 8 structures containing 
multiple bonds, except 1,2-dimethylcyclopropene-
l, for which it is easy to set up a satisfactory 
planar model with C-C = 1.49 A. and C=C 
1.34 A. Nor is it entirely certain that agreement 
could not be obtained for l-ethylcyclopropene-1. 
However, the evidence against a multiple bond 
structure presented by M urray and Stevenson 
seems conclusive, so that it and the electron 
diffraction d ata together afford definite proof of 
the spiropentane structure. 
, Discussion.- In spiropentane the deviations 
of the carbon bond angles from the normal t etra-
hedral values are most severe, the central carbon 
atom in particular being subject to the double 
con straint of having two of its bond angles fixed 
at approximately 60° by the three-rings of which 
it is the common member. It is of some interest 
to consider the structural results in relation to 
this condition of strain. In the first place, the 
average carbon-carbon bond distance, 1.49 A., is 
significantly shorter than the usual single bond 
distance, 1.54 A. In cyclopropane9 the C-C dis-
tance is 1.525 :1: 0.03 A., also less than the stand-
ard distance but not certainly so. It is possible 
::i' l 
~ (8) Private co mmunication from Dr. Murray. 
!) (9) L. Pauling and L. 0 . Brockway, Trno JotrRNAL, 69, 1223 
0 931>. 
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that there is indeed a general effect, correlatable 
with bond angle strain, which shortens the bond 
distances in t hree-membered rings by a bar~ly 
detectable amount and in molecules with lttl-
usually great strain, such as spiropentane, sh<!liKt~ 
ens the bond distances considerably. q~is 
would be somewhat out of the ordinary Edecrea~ 
in bond distance usually implies increase in bond 
energy or energetic stability and it is certain that 
these strained structures are energetically rela-
tively unstable), but would perhaps not be en-
tirely without precedent; ethylene with C=C = 
1.353 A. 10 and allene (to be regarded as more 
highly strained than ethylene) with C=C = 1.330 
A.11 seem to present a fair analogy. It is n ot 
likely that the bonds in highly strained cyclic 
compounds should be readily comparable t o those 
in open chain compounds and it seems probable 
that the full explanation of the properties of the 
bonds in highly strained molecules with our p res-
ent language will be complex, with hyperconjuga-
tion playing an important role. In the second 
place, the interesting question of the distribution 
of the sh ortening of the bonds between the peri-
pheral bonds Ci-C2 and C 4-C6 and the central 
bonds, to which they are of course not equivalent, 
is not completely answered by our results, which 
indicat e that the peripheral bonds are somewhat 
longer than the others but do n ot exclude either 
t he possibility that the bonds are all of the same 
length or the possibility that the peripheral bonds 
are not sh ortened at all. Finally, the indica t ed 
HCH angle of 120° , b eing considerably great er 
than the normal value of 109t0 , suggests that 
the methylene carbon atoms relieve some of their 
bond angle strain by widening the H CH angle. 
If so, then it is possible that the indicated differ-
ence in bond distances, corresponding to the 
greater C-C-C angle of 61.5° in the ring :rt the 
central carbon atom, r epresents in p art the effect 
of the greater net angle strain on this atom rela-
tive to the m ethylene carbon atoms with which it 
competes for the t ot al angle of the r ing. 
The results of Rogowski, 12 who reported that 
h e had prepared spiropentane by the con...ven-
tional debromination of pentaerythrity l bromide 
and identified it by an electron diffraction in-
vestigation , a re still puzzling. Whitmore and 
Williams, 13 repeating the preparation of Rogow-
ski, reported that they obtained a mixture of 
methylene cyclobutane and 2-methyl-1-butene. 
Subsequent electron diffraction and chemical in-
vestigations confirmed the structure of the m ain 
product. 6-7 Comparison of Rogowski's q values 
with ours shows that ours are 3. 7 ± 0.1 % higher, 
a difference which is much la rger t han is u su ally 
(10) W. S . G allaway and E. F. Barker, J. Cliem. Phys., 10, 88 
(1942) . , 
( 11) E. H. Eyster, J. Chem. Phys. , 6, 580 (1938). With the as-
s umption or Gallaway and Barker's parameters for the Ce~ group 
(as found in ethylene) Eyster's value U7.0 X 10-.:0 g. sq. cm. for the 
large momen t q[Kisi~lkDlt le.a ds to C =C - 1.33,; A. 
(12) F . Rogow•ki, Ber., Tl, 2021 ( t!l:J9). 
(13) See foetpml ~ ,d,,.,II .Y .{ bua 't'>UAU .!{ .... • 
_,__ 
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obtained in duplicate clectrnn diffraction investi-
gations. Moreover, if Rogowski actually did have 
spiropentane, his neglect to mention the asymme-
tries of the first and second minima and of the third 
maximum is very curious, inasmuch as these fea-
tures show very clearly on our photographs. It is 
probably true, as would be indicated by the results 
of Whitmore and Williams, 13 that R ogowski' s 
preparation was a mixture of hydrocarbons. 
We are indebted to Dr. E . R. Buchman for in-
teresting discussion, and to Dr. l\!I. J. Murray for 
the sample of spiropentane. 
Summary 
The results of an electron diffraction investiga-
tion of the C6Hs hydrocarbon prepared by Mur-
ray and Stevenson 1 confirm their assignment of 
the spiropentane structure made on the basis 
of the Raman spectrum. The dimensions for 
this molecule are C- H = 1.08 A. (assumed), CF 
C3 = 1.48 ='= 0.03 A., Ci-C2 = 1.51 ='= 0.04 A., 
L. C2C3C1 = 61.5 ='= 2 °, and L. H CH = 120° ='= 
8° ((C-C)avc. = 1.49 ± 0.01 A.). 
p ASADENA, CALIFORNIA RECEIVED AUGUST 7, 1944 
The ~lolecular Structure of Dimethyltrisulfide, 
The present electron diffraction 'inyeetigation was under~ 
t3.ken mainly to determine whether dimethyl trisulfide is a. simple t:risul• 
fide (I), a thiodisulfide (II), or a dithiosulfone (III). 
CH3 ca3 0113 \ 
' 
/ 
CH3 Off:3 s OH3 s 
'\ / 
s 
' / / '\. I / 
' s s s s s s 
I II III 
Knowledge of this structure is or interest in connection 't:1ith the prob-
lems or the constitutions of tha inorganic persulfides and polythionates1 
as well :;.s or the alkyl polysulfides2, arxl the Thiokols3 . Wit h the ex-
ception of the trithionate i on4, O)s..s-893•, there is no direct structural 
evidence which settles thG question of vhether the molecules of these sub-
stranoes h5ve the ohain eonriguraticn or are related to II or III. In the 
case of the disulfides ~ROD 52012, and EM~FOROI the existing evidonee 
from electron diffraction favors chain structures for all three 
molecules5, 6, 7. 
Exoerimenty.- The sample used in this invesM.gation was pro-
vided by Professor R. Ce Fuson. It was pale yellow in color and was used 
without f'urther puri~icetionK Excellent electron diffraction photographs 
were mode in the appara·&ue described by Brockway8 with the use of' the high 
temperature nozzle9. At the end of each run the boiler and remaining 
liquid were examined; no corrosion of the boiler and only slight darkening 
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of the liquid were observed, indicating t hat very little decomposition 
occurred. 
f~t9rpretation of thG Photggraph§1- The characteristic 
features of the photographs ara represented by curve of Figg l, which 
was drawn, in accordance with the measured ring diameters, so as to have 
the general properties of theoretical intensi ty eurves calculated with 
the simplified expression 
~ z z 2 I (q) • t... -1-j expf~jq ) 
i , j rij 
sin (.!! rij q) . 
10 
1-he radial distribution integraJ.10, curve RD of Fig. 1, was 
calculated by use of' the formula rD(r) = ~l I(q) exp(-aq2) sin Cf0 qr) . 
with exp(-a(l00)2 ) • 0.1. The integral has maxima at 1. 78 i, 2. 04 1, 
2. 45 i, 3.02 i (very broad, a51ffll00tric peak), and 4. 0 i (very broad, small 
peak) . or t hese peaks the flrst two may be interpret ed as representing 
respectively the bonded 0-S atd S-S distances, tho third the non- bonded 
s ••• H distance~ and the aeyrnmetrie fourt h the non-bonded c ••• s and s • •• s 
interations. The interpretatio11 of the -weak maximum at 4 . 0 ~ is discussod 
below. 
An extensive investication of tho straight chain structure I 
by the correlation procedure was made. For structure I four 1>3rameters 
are required to define the structure ii' the positions of the hydrogen 
atoms are assumed and ii' t he long, rotation-dependent, c ••• s distance ia 
neglected . These may be chosen ass 1) bonded C~g 2) bonded S-S; 
3) non-bonded s ••• s; and 4) non- bonded c ••• s. 
The first two of these parameters my be determined directl7 
.from the radial distribution integral. As a check on the accuracy of' tbi tJ 
e 
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Fig. 1. :Sleotron dit'!l'aotion curves for dtmethyl trhulfide. Chain modele, 
molecular parametere for the varioue models are: for all models, 
• 0 0 0 
C-B = l.09 A; S-S :11 2 .04 A; S ••• H • 2 . 45 A; O ••• S c 3.02 A; s ••. S a 
• 3.22 A ( L S-S-S = 104Q); bo ••• H c O.Obol6a other parameters varied 
aa follove: 
mod.el a c-s b s •.. R ( L 0-S- S) 
A 1.83 0 102•451 
B l.81 0 .0003 103°30' 
0 l.78 0.0003 104° 
D i.75 0.0003 1050 
E 1.73 0 106°30 1 . 
All other bij • O. The long O ••• S term, with b • 0.0009, 
-· 
i ncluded 
f or model s B, 0 , am D, and neglected for the other mod9la . 
datermination, tventy-ono intensity curves, some of Hhich shown in Fig. 11 
were e n.lcula ted for models with vary:lng ratios between these t wo distances. 
In these models the S-S distance waa held at 2. 04 i and the aVeTage of 
the non ... bondad c ••• s and s ... s di;;rt.e.nces was kept in agreement with tho 
broad maximum of too i n·tegral a.t .3. 0-3. 2 i . Best n.graement batwean th-9 
calculated curv6ls and the appeat"e.nee oi the photographs wa:;, obtained for 
!!lOdels with 0-S = 1 . 78 1 as was s1cpected, changes of 0. 0.3 i gi1ring marked 
discrepaneies . 
The determination of the t'W'O rei'llaining parameters is a mo:re 
difficult problem since the terms which are in~olved in t heir variation 
contribute only about 20% of tha total scatte~1ngK Si nce the t orm ropre-
sent.ing the two non- bonded G. ~ .s distances and the term. for the. nt;>n· .... bonded 
s. HS dist ance are of nearly equal weight, it is impossible to diotinguish 
betwe~n them. For example, a curve cal.cu.la tad for a model with I. S...S..S • 
L S-S-C • 1040 is indistinguishable from one calculated for a model with 
L S-S-S • 95t°, l S-S-C • 115°. However, it is appropriate to choose 
S • • • S > C •• • s so t hl.:i;i; the sul.t"ur bond angles L S-S...S am L S·S-0 h.."\ve 
similar values, and this is done in the .folloID.ng analysis . 
Twenty-two scattering eurvesp some of uhieh are shown in Fig. 2, 
were calculated for models with varying values of those distances. It 
vas round that it in not posnible to obtain theoretical scatteri ng curves 
in agreement with the appearance of the photographs unless l) a distance 
at 4. 0 ~ as susgested by the radial distribution integral is inclwied in 
the i ntensity formula and 2) the s ••• s distance is given a rather severe 
temperature f'aotoJ". The distanae at 4. 0 i corresponds to tha two longer 
non- bonded c ••• s distances in a. non-planar model with the 0-S bonde 
r 
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71g. 2. Blectron dittra ction curve• for d1methyltri,ulfide chain models; 
molecular paralileters for the w.i.rioua models are.: tor all 11odele, 0- H • 
1.09 Jl ; 0-$ = l. 78 Jl; S-S • 2.04 1 ; S ••• H • 2.45 !; bD a_• 0.00016; 
all other biJ a 0 except to~ models J and M, f or wh1cli•••--o5 Sm 0.0003; other parameter., varied aa fol.lowss • • • 
model C ••• s S ••• S { L $-S-S) (LO-S-S) 
F 3.10 3.10 99° 10s•20• 
0 2.96 3.10 99° 101°30 ' 
H 2.97 3.14 ioo•30• 101° 
I 3.02 3.17 102• 104• 
J 3.05 3.20 103° l05°4o ' 
K 3.02 3.22 104• ic4° 
L 2.98 3.22 io4• 102° 
M 3.05 3.25 io.5•30 1 io5•4o• 
li 3.00 3.25 105•30• 103•20• 
The l ong o •.. s term, with b • 0.0009. vat included for. aodele 
J and M, and neglected tor the other modele . 
rotated by 106° out of the plano containing the throe sulfur atoms. '?his 
iD just the anglo of t'b.'1st batween the 0-H bonds in hydrogen peroxide, 
as deduced from the crystal structure or ~tO· urea11K Unless thi 
dis·tanco is included in the cGl.eula.tion, the chnraeter oi' the fi1•st maxi-
Il'l'.l':!l and adjacent nll.nima is in clefini·te diaagrcement r,r.tth the appe-'.l?'anco 
of the photogrophs and curve V, the theoretical cu.."Ves having their sharp 
f'irot n:lni1na jus:. at the obser.red position of the weak first r.ia:tlmumy and 
a weak shoulder {which might be interpreted 0.f; corresponding to the ob-
served first minimum) at th~ observed position of the seeond minimum., 
This discrepaney can not be regarded as merely a. difficulty in interpre-
t~atiorKCI in v:iew of our knowledg~ of the appearance of electron diffraction 
photographs and ·1:Khe~Kr interpretation, but must be reearned es conclusivo. 
On the curve !"or the aocopted modol, o, on the other hand, the positione 
of the features cor:."eaponding to the measured first and second ninima 
and the first mexin1um are satisfactory. The rel ative depths or the indi-
ca.tod firs·t; and second minima, also, are in better agreeioont vith curve V 
t1=. on tho cunas calculated vitbout a 4. 0 i term. The ng.reoment is not 
perfect eitoor in this respect or for the magnitude of the first maximum, 
which on the photographs ·is clearly visible, although very weak, but on 
curve 0 ia indicated only as a region of unusually small upward curvature; 
b.owver these diaerepanoics do Deem to represent difficulties of interpr.e-
t~tionK 
Sioilar differences between the correct and the obvious inter-
pretation of' a weak inner ring - the ring appe1aring stron~er on tho 
photogro.phs than t.roul.d be sngges tad by the correct thooretica.t. curve_ or 
the appar~mt relative depths or the adjacent minima being d1.t"£arent ..r.rom 
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that shown by the theoretical eurve -- have beeKK~ previ ously observed in 
the ease of numerous other compounds or whioh propan912 is sn example. 
Curve Z1Z31 for which the customary- cooffioients Z1Z3/ r13 were x-oplaced 
'b;y Z1Z3 was calculated to i llustrate the notion th!lt the apparent st?.""sngth 
0£ the woak - and also relatively sharp ..... inner ring may be enh.anocd by 
a tendency of 'the eyo to detect more readily the higher frequen~:r oom-
It appears that in gene?e.l ·t~Dl appearan~e of the tnner-.noat 
r ings or electron diffraction photo~a:phs can not be so simply :lnterpr.a-
ted in terms of simplified thaoretical. intensit y ourvea aa C.:ln the rest 
of the pat·1''.!.!rn, perhaps in part because of tho vary rapid change or 
total intensity l<Yl th ehn:ige in scattering angle a.t small soatt.ering 
angles, and that it is never justifiable t.o make important use of cm 
inner feature - aueh as wnk inner ring - without reference to oimilar 
.festures on the photographs of ot.her subete.nces or !mow etrueture. In 
addition to propane, we have here made partioultU" r e£erence to the photo-
graphs and c'llr"res of cyelopropana, ethyle?lf) imine, and athylenG ·OY..ide13, 
uhieh oho\1 someuhat similar inner rings to that of dimeteyl trieulf'ide. 
Curve 0 was calcul.nted with the following values of ·the tem-.-
peratu.re factor b t 0-H r 0.00016J S • • • H i 0. 0003; s . .. s : 0 . 0003; 
long o .. .. s c o.0009; &11 others : zero, eltQept for the remai ning distances 
involving hydrogen, which uer e neglec:t ed . Curves C and P are ident:teal 
wit h curve O except that the values zero and 0. 0009, respectively were 
used f'or ~ S• Curve C is unaaUs factory in regaa'd to a number or minor 
-·· .. 
details in tho region PR ~ Q< 60 of' which one i--egard:lng the relative inten-
sit y of the fourt h ring can be seen xoost clearly in Fig. 3. Curve P is 
0 60 80 100 
q 
71g. 3. Bleotron d1t1raot1on curve• for dimetbTltriM>.ltlde. ieg~nd on 
the following page. 
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Fig. 3 (Continued) 
Molecular parametere fol:" the varioua modc!tl• are : 
0 • • • 
0-H * l.09 A; 0-S • l. 78 A; S-S • 2.04 A: S ••• H = 2.45 A: 
lon, O ••• S • 4.00 A; be ••• H 111 M~MMM1S; other paraaeiiers 
varied ae follows: 
0.hain modele 1 
b s ... a b s •.• s b . lone .c ••• s 
J[ 0 0 term omitted 
0 0.0003 0 0.0009 
0 0.0003 0.0003 0 .0009 
J' 0.0003 0.0009 0.0009 
z1 ZJ 0.0003 0.0003 0.0009 
O ••• S • 3.02 .1 and S ••• S • 3.22 .l tor a ll chaill 11odele 
dith1oaul~one aodela III 
s ..• s o ••• s ( L 0-S-0) 
" 
3.02 3.12 119•30t 
B 3.12 3.02 134• 
s 3.oa 3.22 102• 
! 3.22 3.02 132•30• 
th1od1eulf1de JaOdela I I 
u 3.22 3 .02 
Table I 
min 
'1obs qo qo/qobs 
1 4. 42 
l 6.61 
2 s . 52 
2 1.3. 35 13. 2 0. 989 
J 17. 73 17. 7 
. 998 
3 21. ;9 21. 6 1.000 
.3 ' 25. ?'0 
4 29. 37 29. 0 0. 938 
4 .3.3.85 3.3. 0 . 975 
5 37. 86 37.3 . 985 
5 42. 03 41. 5 . 987 
6 45. 9.3 46. 2 1.006 
6 50.93 R~9 0. 999 
7 56.19 55. 9 . 995 
7 60.92 60.S . 998 
8 65. 17 65. 7 1. 008 
8 70. 51 70. 6 1.001 
9 75. 78 76 .. 3 1 . 007 
9 81.50 s1. 2 o.996 
10 86. 12 85. 8 . 996 
10 91.J.3 91. 2 
. 999 
11 96. 74 96. 6 . 999 
average o.996 
average deviation 0. 006 
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on17 slightly less satisfactor y than curv-e o. This indication of o. 
relat ively large value required for bs ••• s is rather 3urprising. We 
know of. no other moleculos in which the te."llpernturc a:f.foet is so largt; 
f'or a dis tance b!:itwen heavy atons bonded to tho sarJ.e ~tomK TOO lExrge 
tanpcra.ture factor required fo1· the long c ••• s diste.noo, on the ot.he:L> 
hend, is quite reasonnblet a.11d indicat es tM.t ot'.J.y Po. small potential 
restricts internal rotation at the tGmperature at which the photographs 
\tere made. 
Seattnring curves for seva?"nl or the models 0£ t.ypes I! Md 
III which were calculated are show in Fig. 3.. Tho only impoTtimt es-
sential diff'eronces between these models :md chain structure !JlOdelc arG 
differ ences of runplituck of the short C. u S terrc &.nd. the long C.., .s 
term, of which the latter is most important f'or our argument, t~ es-. 
sential lone o. .... s term having only halt strength in type II modele and 
being abecnt in type III model s . It is :'.'lean tlnt these curves are quite 
unsatiofactory with res}wot to the first ring. (At large scattering 
angles these cUI"tes and Cun'e 0 are closely eimila.r, none having 001 
appreciable 4. 0 i contribution. ) Since no variation in moleculal;" para-
neters whatever makes t...he initial portions of th.'.)Se our.res oorre3pond to 
the appearance of the photographs, uo eonelurJe that, to the accuracy ot 
our observations of the inner ringc, neither II nor III ie the otru.eturo 
or dimstl'17ltrisul£1.de. 
Our final values for the parameters of the ::satisi'e.otor'J 
straight chain structure arE11 0-H • 1 . 09 i (assumed.) , a-s, l . 78 ± 0. 04 i,. 
S-S • 2. 04 ± 0 . 02 i, l H-0-S :: 112° (assumed), '- S-S-S • 104° ±' if' , 
(_ c-s-s . 104° ± '1'. (c •• . s . 3.02 ~ 0. 04 i and s .us Ill 3. 22 ± 0. 04 i) . 
The terminal CH3-S bonds are rotated about 106° from the plane of the 
sul.fur chain., 
Discussion.- The chain structure found for dimethyltriculfide 
is in agree1n9nt with the chain structures proposed for the three disul-
fides which have been previously inve~itigated by the electron diffraction 
method, ~p;ISI 82012517, and (CH3 )2s26• In all four molecules, the bonded 
s-s distance is 0. 02-0. 03 i shorter than the s-s distance 2.07 i in sgl4. 
The C-S dist.ances in EC~FOUO and ECf~F:;sP are the same, and are 0. 04. i 
shorter than the distance in (CH3)2s15. These shortenings are probably 
significant although they are within tho liI!lits 0£ experimental error in 
each case. Hhen sul:f'ur forms single covalent bonds with two other atoms, 
the existing data indicate the angle deer.eases as the electronegativit7 
of the bomed atoms increases: t he observed values are 101° in (CH3)2S2; 
105° in Sg, 104° ~ {CH3)2S3, 103° in S2Cl2, and 101° in SOl2• 
In addition to the direct exporimental evidence of the electron 
diffraction ~ataI the sulfur-sulfur distance also suggests that t..1le 
molecule has the s traight chain structure I, inasmuch a.s it is approxi-
ma tely equal to the S-S distance in the singly bonded molecules just men-
tioned and is indeed ,just equal to the distance in ( CH3 )2S2 which ia agreed 
to have thEl singly bonded structure; it, is about 0 . 15 i crroater than would 
be expected for an S-S bond of the type to be found in structure III and 
about o.oa X greater than the avorage to be 1?xpected for structure II, 
on the basis of' tm Pauling-Huggins covalent r·adi1l6 • Al though no test 
0£ these covalent-radius predictionsM~ulfDur-aulfDur multiple bonds is 
I\ 
available, a rather close a."lalogy can be drawn with the phosphorus-
aulfur bonds in m4pP~ in 'W\\ich the bonds are presumed to be single bonds, 
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as contrastod to the phosphorus-sulf'ur bonds in phosphorus sulfoxide, 
thiophosphoryl fluoride, and thiophosphoryl chloride. The P-S distances 
in P4<>6s4, PSF3, and PSC13 are 1 . 85 i17, 1 . 85 i 18, and 1 . 94 i 19, re-
spectively ( tho covalent radi us sum for a double bond is 1. 94 iJ-6), 
0 
while in m4~ the P-S single oond distance is about 2 . 12 A2o. (radius 
sum 2. 14 i). Here the 0 . 2 i difference between the l<mgths of the single 
and double bonds between phosphorus and sulfur is found to be valid, even 
though thore might be some question, as there is for the special atll.tur-
sulfur bonds in structures II tmd III, as to whether the phosphorus-
sulfur bond in the t hiophosphoryl compounds should have the same length 
as that predi ct ed in a conventional double bond, 
The same conclusion is suggested by the bond angles of 104°. 
These bond angle v alueo are reason1ble f or the singiy bonded atoms in 
the chain structure I but they do not seem reasonable for the angles in-
volving the doubly bonded sulfDul~ a.toms in st.ructures II and III. Fo:r 
structure III, moreover, the S-S-S and c~s-s bond angles of 104° corres-
pond to a C- S-C bond angle of greater than 1.300, a.."l unreasonably high 
value by a wide msrgin. 
Plllll!llaFX· - Dimcthyltrisulfide (Cf.9)2S3 has be.en investigated 
by the electron diffraction method. The molecule 1:7Q.S found to have the 
chain eonfigur~tionI with the following interatomic distances and angles: 
C-H • 1 . 09 i (assumed), C-S • l . 78 ± 0 . 04 i , S-S • 2 . 04 ± 0 . 02 ~ 
'- H-c-s • 1120 ( aSSU.'lled) , L s-s-s • 104 ° ± 5°' L c-s-s • 104 ° ± 5°. The 
r esults also suggest that the C-S bonds oscillate with rather large wnpli-
tudo abou·l:. a mean posit ion approximately 106° out of the plane, of' the 
t.b.ree sulfur a.toms. 
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The Electron Diffraction Investigation of Isomeric Lewisites 
Thie investigation of the two isomers of f-,-chlorovll171-
dichloroarsine, Lewisite I (b.p. 1~M at 760 mm.) and Lewisite II 
(b.po 150.2° at 760 mm.), was undertaken in order to determine which 
is the .Qll form am which is the ~ formo MacDowell and &nblem1 
. . -18 found the dipole moments or Lewisite I and Lewisite II to be 2.21 x 10 
6 -18 . e.s.u. and 2. l x 10 e 0 s.u. respectively*, and on this basis assigned 
the ~ structlll"e to U.visite I and the w structl.ll"e to Imrisite II. 
Confirmation of this assigmmnt seemed desirable because of the small 
diff.erenoe between the observed moments and because of the uncertainty 
which we believe would necessarily arise from the presence of two polar 
\. 
groups ( AsCl2 and 
Cl 
'I. 
C=-C or 
' 
1 
C = C , } joined by a single bond with 
C.I 
more or less unpredictable freedcm or internal rotation in the neighbor-
hood of an unkno'Wll preferred orientation. In addition, it was hoped that 
information could be obtained ooncernmg the influence or the carbon-
carbon double bond on the arsenic-carbon single bond distance and of the 
organic group on the arsenic-chlorine distance. 
Exner1menta1,- The sample of' the higher boiling isomer I 
was obtained from Dr. o. E. Redemann ot the University ot Chicago, and 
that of isomer II was provided by F.dgewood Arsenal through the courtesy 
*These values are not consistent with the value 1.71x10-18 e.s.u. found 
b;y c. T. Zahn and H. ~hlerI Helv. Chim. Acta~ 1292 (1938) £or a 
preparation of ~-ahlorovinyldiohloroarsine which, on the basis of this 
value , they concluded was a mixture or the w and !t!Dl isomers. 
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of Gen. 'W. C. Kabrich and CoL M. F. Peake,. 'l'he constants given by 
Redemann for the nample or isomer I are~ b. p., 72 ... 730 C~ at 10 mm.; 
d25° = 1 . 8799; and ZlD25o = 1 . 6068; in fairly close agreement with the 
accepted values. According to F.iigevood Arsenal the sample of isomer 
II had u refractive index corresponding to a composition or 4~ or 
isomer I and 961' of isomer II, while chemical analysis showed 4.68% 
of isomer I, 95. 04% of isomer II, and MKOO~ of arsenic trichloride. 
This degree or purity is suffi cient for electron diffraction investi-
gation. 
Diffraction photographs wer e made in the usual way2. For 
both substances photographs were obtai ned which show the main rings 
extend:i.ng nearly to the limit of the camera• 
Interpretati on, - Both the radial distribution method3 and 
the correlation method2,4 were used in interpreti ng the pictures. The 
photographs of the two isomers were found to be rather similar, but 
upon careful examination they showed definite, significant differences. 
Curves J and 4 or Fig. 1 were drawn in accordance wit h previous experi• 
enoe in t his laboratory ~o represent the visual appearance of the photo-
graphs and the measurements made on them. These curves were used for 
the calculation of the radial distribution integrals as well as in the 
subsequent correlation procedure. 
The radial distribution curves, 1 and 2 of Fig. 1, for the 
two isomers are very similar except for two significant differences . 
0 For isomer I there is a distinct, although broad, peak at 4.45 A, while 
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Fig. l. illeotron diffraction cum• tor Levi•ite. llodela deaoribed ~n 
text. Ourve lo. 9 va• ' calculated tor Model Ill with the omleaion 
of the non-bonded Aa ••• Ol term. q • !!Q aln ! • 
~ 2 
no such peak occurs on the curve for isomer II. On the other hand, the 
0 
curve for iso!ll'3r II lies much higher than the other at 3.3 A. These 
are the non- bonded As •• • Cl distances which would be expected respectively 
for the k.!!W! and w ieomersJ hence it is w~ry probable that. isomer I 
is the ~ compound, and isomer II is the W • The remaining signif'i-
oant features or both curves are interpreted as follows in terms or 
specific interatomio distances: 1 . 7 i , C-Cl; 1. 90 i, C-As; 2.17i, As-Cl; 
2. 75 X, c ••• 01 and c ••• As (unresolved); 3. 1 K, c ••• Cl; J.3 i , c1 ••• c1 
(in the case of the gis compound, this distance is nearly coincident in 
the As • • • Cl) . The various distances between 2. 7 i and J .3 i contribute 
about equall;y with a total of about 25% to the vhole scattering. It 
is not surprising, therefore, that the corresponding regions or the 
r adial distribution curves are not well resolved. A reasonable inter-
pretation may be made, h0t1ever, usi ng the bond distances indicated by 
the first parts of the curves, and the bond angle values found tor re-
lated molecules . The vertical lines under curves 1 and 2 represent, 
for our best molecular models described belo'W', the intera.tomic distances 
and scattering ooeffioients which a.re independent of the angle of 
internal rotation about the C-As bond. 
Since nine parameters are required to fix the configuration 
and dimensions of each molecule, the number of curves 'W'hich 'W'OUld have 
to be calculated in a thorough correl ation treatment t.rould be prohibi-
tive, and, fUrthermore, it is certain that a complet e structure determi-
nation could not be achieved • . Theoretical scattering curves were 
calculated, nevertheless, for the modelo listed in Table 1 in order to 
verify the conclusions from the radial distribution functions . A 
curve for uhich the Aa •• • Cl term yas omitted vas also calculated for 
model fff~ The ciG and ~rans models differ only by this one term if 
we make the reasonable assumption that the terrna which are dependent 
on the rotation of the AsCl2 group have very large teupernture factors 
and may therefore be neglectod. General ::. 2,Teement is sa.tisfl'tetory, 
being beat for model V cis and fol" model VI tranK§~ Tile q"c..Wltitt:rC.ivo 
comparison of ~alci K/~bsK for measurements or .fifteen !'0aturas, ex-
cluding those of the first and la.st ma.in rings and the e,.ghth maximum, 
gives 0 . 999 and 0. 997 for the models V ~ and VI ~ respectively, 
vith average deviations of 0. 010 in both ca~es K At large q values, 
particularly at the eighth and l ast main rings, the agreement is 
improved 'bJ' omitting the As •• • Cl term. This co1-::-esponde to an aP-
preciable temperature factor for this t erm; i'I; ia indic ated that this 
temperature factor is larger for the ~ moleculo as is to be expected 
from the greater contribution to variation of the As •• • Cl distance 
made in this molecule by bending vibrations . 
Evidence for the correctness of the identification of tha 
two isomers is also given by consideration of the differences between 
certain reatures 0£ the respective curves, in particul.ar the shoulder 
preceding the first maximum, the asymmetry of the second maximum, and 
the asymmetry of the third minimum. 
niogussionC~ This work confirms the identification or 
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Model As-C 
I {both) 1.94 i 
II (both) 1. 94 R 
III {both) 1. 90 i 
v <w> 1. 90 i 
VI {troos) 1. 90 x 
Table 1 
Models tor Levisite 
L Cl - As-Cl LCl-C=C 
C)80 125° 
9So 1200 
1()()0 1240 
1000 124° 
lOOo 1200 
In all models C=O = 1 • .36 f, C-Cl "' 1.69 X, 
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LCl-As-C LAs-0 C 
9So 125° 
980 1250 
100° 1200 
lOOo 124° 
ioo0 120° 
As-01 ,,. 2.17 t 
?·hcnot.roll and ~bl~ml that isomi~r I, the higher boiling isomer, haa 
too :W:811!! structure and that isomer II has too ois structure. It 
should be pointed out that the possibility th~t isomer II has t he 
ff , _ ,.AsCl2 
structure H,c-o,01 is not excluied by our data, since the As • •• 01 
end ot.her important distances in a model for this struoture could 
reasonably be made to be nearly the same as those found hare Ulder 
the assumption of the structure M;:c:c:~UClO • MaoDowell and Emblem 
concludSd from their considerat ion of the dipole moment values that 
neither iewisi~ I nor II can have this formula. Presumably there is 
chemical evidence also. 
The bond distances in these molecules are in accord with 
previous work. 
that in AsCl3, 
siderabl7 less 
0 
The As- Cl distance, 2. 17 A, is .. to be coopared with 
o .. 5 o . 
2. 17 ± 0.02 A • The As-C distance, 1 .. 90 A, t~ oon-
o 6 . 
that 1 . 98 A the distance f'ound in trimethylarsine and 
the sum of the covalent radii, as might be expected tor an As- 0 bond 
adjacent to a double bond . A shortening of the C- Cl bond trom l . 76 X 
to 1. 70 i seems to be suggested by the radial distribution integrals, 
and actually this lat.ter value is :lbout what would be expected from 
the known values? in the ohloroethylenes. 
The bond angles cannot be said to have been determined 
with accuracy, but it is probable that both '- 01-C"C and LAS....C=C are 
between 1200 and 125°, and that LCl- As- 01 and LCl- As-C are near iooo, 
t he value found for Asc13S. 
S:wmaar.y-- An electron diffraction investigation of two 
6) 
isomers 0£ ~-ohlo1•ovinyldiohloroursinM (Lew:ieite) shows tha t i somer I 
(b. p . 19()0 at 760 m.ill. ) has the troo·s structure, and that i somer II 
(b. p . 150. 20 at 760 mm.) has th~ w s tructure. The interatom!c 
dist.ances found are in accord with t hoae in related substances. 
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An Electron Diffraction Investigstion of 
Metbylal ai."1d Ethylene Glycol 
Al.. though· the electron dif'fract:l.on me thoc !:0r detHrclnir1:; moleoular 
:::tructures l1S.s bnen most often 9.pplled 1"1 11.<J.ues 1.•her a the c"nfigurati0n or 
bond s trueture of th~ molecule i!l quasti·:::-:-1 ci,:re in doubt, information of 
vnlu~ m~y likewiHe be obtai11ed by the inveriti[:;ation cf simple "!Ompounds 
t ho structu::·es of' which r:tre well kno~rK"l from ot h8r considorat!ons . In 
these latte:::- instancen i t is desirablt': to determine tho intoratomic dis-
tancf3S a s precizely a s possible in order that small devia t ions from 't.he ex-
pented or !1ormal distances may be det ected, since it s f:ems certain that 
signif1. c°'n t ch mges in chomice.l reactivity or other properties imply only 
small ch9.nges in molecular structure such as often lie within the accuracy 
of the electron diffraction r~thod K Tm pres·ent study i s a. part of a. r;1M:K~e 
extended program under \.ray in t.1'.lis Labora tory in which a l::u:-ge series of 
simple substa."lces are being invcati6-ated by electron diff'raction with 
the improved techniques now avail able . Since work on nei thcr l?llSlthylal 
Edimethoxyn~thaneF nor ethylene glycol ha3 been previously reported, it 
seemed desirable to report our results e.t this tine. 
E;x;perilll'3ntal , • The diffraction photographs were prepared wlth 
the apparatus described by BrockW'ay-1• Eaoh substance was r edistilled 
be£ore use, generous first and last portions being disc~rdedK Fifteen 
or more photograph~ were prepanJd of each substa."lce. The values of 
Clo : 40/1- sin .S /2 in the tables are ave,rages of wmst~emes;:1t~: of two 
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observers of ten or more photographs. By the use of the measured values 
Clo and the appearance of' the photograph, the visual curves V of F'igures 
1 a.nd 2 were drawn in accordance w1 th previous experience to correspond 
with the general character of the theoretical intensity curves ealcu-
r. z z 2 lated with the formula I(q) • ·riJ exp (-81_jq ) sin (lr,;
10
r 1 j q) . 11 ij 
qh~ temper.1.1tu!•e rr..ctors a~ . ~m-e t5iYen the yDnlue~ 0.00016 for bonded 
... J 
h3rd.rogen term9:- 0.0004 for non 'bonded hydror,en terms, the longe d c::n·bon-
c s.rbon term :in netiwlal and the oxygen-cxygem tem. in ethylene glycol 
rmd. zero for all o~Iher terms, excopt the hydrogi:m-h:yrlrogcn termst which 
z 
vnre neglected. Radial CK1:~ ·t-,ributior1 runctlono werP. cg,leula tfld from 
the visual int ensity curve by means of the equt:>.tion r D(r) • L I (<lt) exp 
qi 
where 
HethYlaJ..- Photogr<:iphs of methylal wer e taken i..rit.n the sample 
at. QO C and at room temperat.m·e . The scattering pa Uern is represented 
by the curve V of Fig . 1. The radial distribution i ntegral, RD of I.i'ig . 1, 
shovs tha follo-w:i..ng maximac 1 .10 i , 1 . 43 i , 2.07 i, 2. 36 ~D and two broad 
ma.xilll1.l at 2. S i am 3. 6-.3. 7 ~ respectively. 'I'he first t w peaks are the 
0 
bondE'ld C-H run C-0 distances :respecUvely. The maximum at 2 . 36 A, whioh 
arises from non-bo?Xied C ••• o and O ••• o terms, indicates C-0-C and 0-C-O 
angles close to 112°. It was not deemed feasible tv attempt independent 
evaluation of these anglo3, ncr to test models in which the C-0-C-O-C 
chain -was not coplanar. 'l'he peak at J . 6-3. 7 i, corTesponding to non-bonded 
c ••• o distances in models of this type, suggests ooplanarity, and since 
rotation dependent t e rms are neoessarily of rela threl;y 100,1 weight, vari-
a t ions of this nature would have very little effec t un the theoretical 
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Theoretical intensity curves shown in Fig . 1 were calculated 
:for three models, each 'With C-H • 1 . 09 i, C-0 • l . 4.3 i, and /.. C-0-0 • 
l 0-C·O = 1Q9t0 , 112° and 114·~M r espectively. All H•C-0 angl es \Were as-
sumed t o b e tetrahedral . The curves for thd 109t° and 114~Ko models 
shov. unsa t isfactory rel ations between the intensities of the .3rd and 
4th maxima, the 6th and 7th minima, and the 8th and 9th maxima. Quanti-
tative c omparisons for the 112° model are gi ven in Tabl e I . We accept 
the following structural paraneters for the methylal molecule: C-H : 
1 . 09 ± 0 . 04 i, C- 0: 1 . 42 :: 0 . 02 i, average or LC-0-C andLO-C- 0 = 112° .± 2°. 
Eth:vlene g*:rcol. - Photographs of e thylene glyool were obt ained 
using t he high t.e:Jperature nozzgK~sPD 4 • Considerable diff'icul ty was en-
countered in obtaining good photographs, :?erhaps because of the high hea t 
ot vapori zation of t he substance. The scattering pattern is very similar 
to tha t of methylal , as shown by the curve V of Fig. 2 . The radial distri-
bution function, RD of Fig. 2, shows maxima which may be interpreted as 
follows: t he broad first maximum incltrles the bonded 0- H ( .0. 97 ~F and 
C-li (l. 09 i) distances, the second at 1 . 44 i is t he unresolved average of 
the C-0 and C-C distances. Tre broad maximum a.t 2 . 08 i incltrles three dif-
o 
ferent non- borrled o ••• H and c •. • H terms, and the maximum at 2 • .39 A is the 
0 
non- bonded C • • • o distance. The weak maximum at .3 . 65 A, corresponding to 
the o •. • o distance, suggests that the molecule has the tranJ! con.figuration. 
Theoretical i ntensity curves were calculated for the models i n-
dica ted in Fig. 3. In all models 0-H • 0 . 97 ~ C- H • 1 . 09 ~D and bond 
angles involving hydrogen at.oms w~re assuned to be tetrahedral . Curves 
.for the molecule in the t rans configuration wer e calcula.ted f'or all 1;vdels; 
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Table I 
Nethylal 
Min Max C'..obs q112° q112° 
~bs 
1 10. 05 11. ; : (1.143) 
2 13. 54 14 • .3 (1. 056) 
2 17.85 18. l 1. 014 
3 25. 13 24.8 . 987 
29. 83 29. 8 . 999 
4 32. 20 31. 9 . 991 
4 35. 31 33. 5 ( • 949) 
5 39.97 .38 . 4 . 961 
5 44.44 44. 7 1.006 
e 6 4$.06 49. 5 (l.030) 
6 51.48 51. 1 . 99.'3 
7 55. 06 53. 2 ( .966) 
7 60.35 60. 7 1.006 
8 66. 20 65. 7 . 992 
71. 21 72. 4 (1. 015) 
9 74 • .35 75. 6 . (l . 017) 
9 77.50 77. 2 ( . 996) 
10 S7.64 Sl.J . 984 
10 88 . 97 87. 4 . 982 
11 93.98 92. 3 . 982 
average . 991 
aV€!r ~ige ~1Kev:• £, tion .010 
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curves for the molecule in the gis configuration were oalculated for 
models E and G only. The si~ models are rendered unsatis~aotory with 
regard to the posi t1on of the 1st maximum :md the lack of asym:n.etry of 
the 3rd minimum. Since the te.rms by which the s;is an.d ~ rod els 
differ are subj(!Ct to the temperature effect, the ~ curves are not 
shown beyona q ~ 50. 'fhe appearance of the photographs is best repre-
sented by the curve c~ The relative i.nten:-;ities of t he components or 
the two doublet maxima, J and 4, and 8 and 9 an:i the rela tive depths or 
minima 6 and 7, are rather sensitive to changes 1n the structural para-
meters, and considerat:ton of these oomblned with the quantitative com-
pax·ison in Table 2, lead to the follehring pnrarooters i'or the ethylene 
glycol molecule~ o-n . 0 . 97 i {asSUUf:ld), C-H. 1.09 A (assumed), c-o·a 
0 Q · ,u_O O 1 . 43 :!: 0 . 02 A, C-C = 1 . 52 :: 0 . 02 A, L 0-0-0 u l0.,.2 .± 2 , probably~ 
configuration. 
Discussion. - 'l'oo carlx>n-caroon distance in the glycol molecule 
is suggested by the electron diffraotion data to he 0 . 02 i shorter than 
the sum or the covalent radii . The explanation of' this effect, if it is 
real, is :oot apparent to us, al though it s eems possible tha t sone type of 
hyper-oonjugation may be present. Unpublished work in this l aboratory 
has i ndicated ths.t the carbon-carbon distance in several other simple 
oxygen-containing molecules may also b9 slightly short, viz. , 1. 51± 0. 02 i 
in diethyl ether , and 1 . 51 ± 0 . 03 i in dioxane. 
The bond angles and carbon-oxygen distances are normal in both 
molecules. 
Surrmarx. - An electron diffraction investigation oK~ methylal and 
ethylene glycol gave the following structural para1'.l3ters for these m::>lecules : 
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Table II 
Ethylene Glycol 
Min Max <lobs qF qF 
<lobs 
1 11. 20 11 . 2 (1 . 000) 
14.59 14.4 ( . 987) 
2 18. 49 18. 4 . 995 
3 25. 22 24. 8 • 983 
3 29. 25 29. J 1. 002 
4 31. 74 32. 0 1 . 008 
!~ 34. 24. 33. 3 ( . 973) 
5 .'.39 .17 37. 9 . 968 
5 43 .35 44.0 1, 003 
6 48. !sJ. !~9 K g (1 . cns) 
6 51.20 51 . 1 .99e 
7 54o3S 53.8 ( ., 989) 
7 59 • .31 59 .. 7 1 . 007 
8 ()5. 27 t4.8 . 993 
8 70. 86 69. 8 r \ asr:) • / .> 
9 7J. 6g 72. 5 ( . 034) 
9 75 . 22 75 .8 (1.0:.9) 
10 79.8 S0. 3 1.006 
10 U4K~ 85 • .3 1 . 006 
average .997 
aver age deviati on . 010 
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Ke thy lal: C-H • 1 . 09 ::! 0 . 04 <i, C-0 • 1 . 42 ± 0 . 02 i, aver age of L C-0-C 
and L0-0-0 • 112° ± 2°; ethylene glycol: 0-H • o. 97 i (assumed), 
C-H • 1.09 ~ (asstuood), 0-0 .. 1.4.3 ±- 0 .02 Cf, C-C • 1 . 52 ± 0.02 i, 
0 0 
C-C-0 = 109f±2 , prob~bly ~ conf'igure..tion. 
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The Determination of the Interatomic Distances 
i n Sil ver Mol ybd.at e, Ag2Mo04 
Silver molybdate was first examined by the X-ray Jll,ethod in 
1922 by Wyckofr,1 who found that crystals of the substance had wtiat 
is now called the spinel structure . With the methods available at 
that time; Wyckoff was unable to determine accurately the value of 
the oxygen parameter; an approximate value of x • 3/8 \-tas given by 
him, 
Since a precise value of the parameter would yield accurate 
values for both the molybdenum-oxygen a~ the silver-oxygen distance, 
we have reinves tigated this crystal by the X- ray method, The size of 
the molybdate group does not appear to have been hitherto determined 
and the length of the silver-oxygen bond is of interest in connection 
with the problem of correlating color and bond charaoter. 2-4 
Experimental,- Silver molybdate was prepared by adding 
aqueous silver nitrate to aqueous sodium molybdate . The resulting 
precipitate was washed with water and dissolved in dilute ammonium 
hydroxide . Slow evaporation or the solution yielded small bright 
yellow octahedral crystals . A tiny crystal, about 0 , 1 mm. in its 
greatest dimension, was chosen for X-ray examination, Measurement 
and indexing of symmetric and asymmetric Laue photographs t aken with 
the general radiation from a tungsten target, and of a series or 
oscillation photographs t aken with MoKo( radiation ( ). • 0 , 711 t ) 
confirmed t he size of the unit oell, a0 • 9 . 26 ~K I and the space 
group, o'/i - FdJm, found by Wyckorr. 1 The intensities of the re-
flections on the oscillation photographs were estimated visually 
by moans of the multiple film technique; the three films used in 
each set were interleaved by 0 . 001 inch oopper foil in order to de-
crease the intensity on the successive films sufficiently. 
In all calculations of F values the atomic f curves in 
"Internationale Tabellen zur Bestimmune von Kristallstrukturen" were 
used; dispersion. corrections of 1 . 5 and 4 . 0 were subtracted from the 
values for silver and molybdenum, respectively. The corrected f 
curves were then multiplied by the temperature factor, e - (3(Sin ~/;KK )2; 
the value (?. = 1 . 5 was determined from the observed F values of the re-
flections {hkl) for which h • 4n, k • 4.n, 1 • 4n; these F values are 
not very structure sensitive . The effect of absorption was ignored 
since it is believed to have been unimportK~t because of the favorable 
size and shape of the crystal used. 
Determination of the Parameter.- Although the scattering 
power of' oxygen is small compared to those of silver and molybdenum, 
the calcula.tecl F values of many of the reflections to which the contri-
butions of the sil~er atoms and the molybdenum atoms are of opposite sign 
were found to vary sufficiently 'With x to allov1 a precise determination 
of the pare.meter. 
Preliminary consideration of the ratio F(333)/F(111)fixed the 
limits 0 . 36 ( x <. 0 . 38. The F values of the ten available reflections 
of the type mentioned above were then cal culated for values of x between 
these limits, in intervals of 0 .002 in x . These F values were then used 
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to calculate the dependence on x of t he ratio of F valU!!s of any two 
reflections, the restriction being made however that all ratios between 
F values whose plots of F vs. x were of nearly the same s l ope were not 
calculated. By comparing the ratio curves so obtained with the ob-
s erved r atios, twenty-one valuss of x were obtained. Some of these data 
are illustrated in Fig 1 . These values were weighted by multiplying 
each by t he difference in elope of the t ;:o F curves invol'V'ed. The 
weighted menn vulue of the parameter x obtrc.i ned in this Hey i s 0 0 36.39, 
the average deviation is 0 . 0018, and the most probably deviation is 
0 . 0004 . On the other hand, if the observed and calculated F values of 
these ton reflect ions are t?eat ed by the method of least squarea,5 a 
simple procedur e if the calculated F curves nre used to evaluate the 
valu9s of ()Fhkl /ox. , the value x = 0 • .36.34 is obtained. We adopt 0 .364 ± 
0 . 002 as the best value of x 11 talcing ell sources of error into account. 
A comparison o:r calcula ted and observed F values for some 
representative ref lections is presented in Table I . The agreement between 
observed am calcula ted F values of the strongest reflections could proba-
bly be improved by correcting .for extinction. 
Disgussion.- The Moo4• group has th2 confi guration of a regular 
tetrahedron, with Mo-0 • 1 .83 ± 0 . 03 <i. Each si l ver atom is surrounded 
by a nearly regular octahedron of oxygen atoms, each at 2. 42 ± 0. 02 i . 
A plausible single bond tetrahedral radius for molybdenum can 
Q 6 be derived .from the apparent radius of 1.38 A. for molybdenum in Mos2 · 
and K4Mo (CN)g 2H207 by applying a correction factor of o . 97 for change 
in ooordination. 8 The value obtained, 1 . 34 i., may be slightly large 
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Fi g. 1. Varia tion in the ratioa ot F Ta lues with the parameter x. 
Arrove i ndi cate the observed values of t he ratio•. 
Table I 
Veluei'} or Fhkl 
(hkl) Fobs. Foaled . (hk1) Fobs. Fcalcd. 
111* 118 109 862 112 78 
220 264 248 951 167 139 
.311 405 456 10. 2. 2 179 178 
222 306 396 953 < 40 .34 
400 398 447 10.4. 2 73 67 
331* 145 1.30 11 .. .3.l*' 50 53 
.333 333 376 882 < 40 3 
511 . 282 303 10. 6. 0 S9 54 
440 450 659 866 80 67 
5.31* 72 75 10. 6. 2 156 141 
442 < 35 2 777* 57 54 
620 16o 140 10.6. 4 92 61 
622 249 279 12o4o0 197 215 
444 2.31 339 12.4. 2 <. 40 2 
551* 51 50 10.a. 2 57 52 
711* 89 85 10.6. 6 135 114 
642 127 127 12. 6 .. 2 60 45 
'731 227 258 10.10. 0 60 48 
800 376 356 10.S. 6 45 .34 
73.3* 96. 90 11. 9. l 76 6.3 
822 99 105 10.10. 2 102 94 
555 182 181 i2. s . 2 < 40 : 2 
662 226 222 12. 6. 6 .3.3 3.3 
840 176 197 1.3. 7. l 64 68 
911 .39 42 14.6. 0 59 J8 
TRP~ 67 64 10.10. 6 66 76 
842 L. 40 ~ ,-,. , 12.10. 2 25 28 
664 108 8.3 13.9.1 53 57 
9.31 167 171 16.o.o 145 111 
844 304 341 12. 10.6 35 24 
933 ( 40 43 12.12.0 86 80 
771* 73 73 14.10. 2 44 46 
10. 2 . 0 97 SJ 
* These reflections were used in the par ame t er determination. 
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because of the difference expected between the radii of quadriiralent 
and sexeV'9.l.ent molybdenum. 9 
The observed molybdenum-oxygen distance is thus 0 . 17 i . shorter 
thrui the sum of the radii. This shortening is of too same order of 
magnitude as the folloHlng shortonings in othar tetrahedral. u~ions 
which have been observed ~reviously: 0. 23 i. in s104•.10 0 . 21 i. in 
P04!!, lO 0. 10 i. in Aso4:, 4 0 . 22 t • 11 . Q 13 10 0 in 1104- , o. 19 A. in so4 , 0. 11 A. 
10 . 0 12 in 0104-, and 0. 15 A. in 104-. 
The A6-0 distance of 2. 42 t is aomewhut shorter than the 
ionic r~ius sum of 2.46 i.1 Ag-0 distances 0£ 2. 51, 2. 50 and 2. 42 i . 
have been found in the colorless salts AgClOJ, ~pM4 9.lld hAgC~I re-
spec'l:.i·:.rely.4 Ia the yellO'l.r ualts Ag3Po4 and ~ooP the distanoes sre 
2. 34 and 2.3 i ., respectively, an:! in Ag3Aso4, which is red, the 
distance is also 2 • .34 i .4 These distances are in only rough accord with 
Pitzer-Hildebrand rule, which states that the color of a salt formed fran 
colorless ions is a zooasure or the covalent oha.'racter of the bbms 
between the ions. 2 Considerable work on the absorption spectra of 
various compounds is needed before the relation of color to covalence 
can be fully discussed. 
S1pnmar:y.- A redetermination of tb:l parameter in silver molybdate 
has been carried out using data obtained from oscillation photog!'aphs. 
The value obtained, x • 0. 364 ± 0 . 002, leads to the distances Mo-0 • 1.83 
± 0 . 03 i. and Ag- 0 = 2. 42 ± 0. 02 i_ The significance of these distances 
is briefly discussed. 
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The Crystal Structure of JVdraziniun Dichloride, N2% Cl2 
The crystal structura of hydrazinium dichloride was first 
investigated by Wyckofr, 1 vho found that crystals of the substaK~ce 
belong to the space group Th6- Pa3, and that four molecules of uO~clO 
0 
are situated in the unit oube, with s.a•7.89A. slyeko~fI with the methods 
then available, was able to arrive at only approximate valuoa of the 
t1.o10 parameters necessary to determine the structure completely (ex-
eluding the hydroeen atoms) . He described the structure as 11a Ca.F., 
... 
grouping in which the chlorine ions are displaced from the symmetrical 
ti~ positions by the dumb-bell shaped N2H6 groups. "2 
We have investigated this crystal by the x-ray diffraction 
method i~ order to determine the interatomic distances accurately. The 
N-N distance is of interest in connection with the as yet unsettled 
question of the effect of formal charge on interatomic distance. The 
N-H ••• Cl distance affords further information on hydrogen bonding between 
nitrogen and chlorine. The struoture also provides inter eoting compari-
sons vlth those of hydrazinium di0uoride3 and me·thylammonium chloride . 4 
~arimenta;gK K- Eastman White Label hydrazinium dichloride vue 
dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid . Slow evaporation of the solution 
yielded tiny ootahedra suitable for x-ray examination. Gryetals not over 
0 . 2 mm in greatest dimension wore mounted on the x- ra.y goniometer heads 
in the usual way. Laue photographs showed that the symmetry class of 
the crystals was either T or 'lh · Oscillation photographs ~ere taken with 
0 
CuKc< radia'tion (A=l.542A) over the range required to give complete data 
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:for the zero, first, and seoond layer lines . I n order to facilitate t he 
visual estimation of intensities the multiple film technique was used. 5 
The ef'fec t of a.bsorbtion was ignored, s ince the s i ze and sh~pe of the 
crystals were f avornblo for doing s~1 K 
0 
photosraphs gave the value 8a•7. 87±.0 .. ~eII in aeti.sfaotoey agreement with 
0 
Wyckof f ' s value of. 7. 89A. A very heavily exposed oscillatio~ photograph 
ahowed no intermediate layer lines which would require the choice of a 
larger unit cello The regular vrud.sh:Lng or (hkO) when blJ2n , observed on 
t ho oscillati on photographs, confirms Wyokorr•s choice of the opace group 
Th6-PaJ. The observed density,6 1.4226. requires four (calculeted .3, 98) 
molecules of N2R(,Cl2 per unit cell. The eight nitrogen atoms lie in the 
poa:ttions7 t (nuu), H-+ u, l -u, ii), (ii, t+ u, -~ -u), H--u, ii, t + u); 
and th"" Bight chlorine atoms in a set of similar positions ± ( vvv), etc. 
For the oalculation of F values, the atom:io scatter ing factors 
of James and Brindley8 were used. The f values for ?~ were increased by 
2£' of H as an approrlme.t:lon to include the e.t"'fect of the hydrogen atoms . 
All atomic r values were multiplied by the t emperature !'actor exp-j3(sinB,h-. )2 , 
and the value(b • l . 5 uas found to g:lve satisfaatory ~greement between ob-
served and ealaulated structure f actors. 
DAterminati9n 21: The Parometers . • The approximate para1lleter 
values of Wyako.ff, q-=f)-t 04, VS0.27, enable t.he assignment of signs to the 
F values r...::· ~:KtD!l of the observed (hkO) reflections. A Fourier projection 
on (001) made with t he ·twenty-three available (hkO) renections iD shown 
in Fig. 1. The smaller resolved peaks repr esent the nitrogen ~rooms ; the 
larger peaks represent pair.s of chlorine atoms vhioh are too close t oget her 
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in this projec tion to b9 r esolved. Th'.::l symmetry of the cell, however, 
allot-1s an accurate estimation or. the chlorine poramater a s wll as ·l:,he 
nitrogen paxamvter . The valU9s u • 0 . 052 and v • 0 . 278 are indicated b;y 
t his projection. It may be pointed out that the heights of ~e t t-10 kinds 
of peaks are in t.he ratio 3 .. 9 : l , whereae the r atio eJrpaeted, 2c1- : 
r.m3+, is .36:9 • 4:1 . 'i1he tw small poaks &nd the asymmetry of the nitrogen 
peak (dotted in Flg . 1) undoubtedly arise from the omission of ref'l.ections 
which lie outside the limit of copper Koe. radiation~ 
Since both nitrogen atoms and chlorine utol!lS lie on a body 
diagonal. of the unH, ouba, this c:cystal is vell suited. to the applfoation 
of the Fourier roothod of caloula ting the elactron density along a liru:.o 
The general expression for the electron dMn~ity as ~ !Unction of the co-
ordinates x, y , and z simplifies for the oas€ x • y a z • d to 
A • L F 
H h"'k"'lt:)H hkl. 
In ri&king this summation, all available (hkO), (hkl)t snd (hk2) data ware 
· !· 
used, the signs of alJ. F values being de·eerr.ri.ned from ·the parnmet erc ob-
tained with the projection on (001) . The use of equalities of the type 
Fhkl= -Fiikl for h = 2n or k = 2n, eto. , increased the number of known F 
values to nearly 300 . The reflections were cl~ssified according 'Go h+k• l, 
and the series was eun:r.1ed over h+k"-l • O to 15 from d-0 to d ., in intervals 
o~ 0 . 004 in d . Both this su1nmation and th~ p~o~joction on (001) were ma.de 
uith the use of' pu."lchad cards ond International Business Machines. 9 The 
density function pEd~IK the curve labelled OBS in Figo 2, gives the values 
ua0 . 052 and va0. 279, vhioh are in e~teellent ar,reement wit h ·the· valuss givon 
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.·. 
OBS 
CALC 
0 
lig. 2. liilectron densi t7 along t he line x • 7 • z • d 
by the (001) projection. 
Since dat a obtained only from the ;~eroI i'irst, and second 
layer lines were used, no reflections for whieh h, k , and l were each 
'/ J uere incl u? ed in the oalcula ti on of' the function (d) • Al though 
thi s function appnrently was satisfactorily oonvergent, the effoct of 
the missi ng spectra on thA posi t:lons of t he maxi!lla was not lmown. For 
-this r eason, we efil.c:mla t.ed a seoond density function, using, in place 
of t he observed F ·11alues, a set of F values calculated for a struct,ure 
in which u-0 . 052 a".l.d v-0 .. 278. Th'Sl San£ t er:r.is were outltted in the calcu-
l a t.ion or this ~eeond density fUne t ion a s were omitted in the calculation 
of ·t.he f irst.. The resulting curve, l abelled CALO in Fig. 2» shows 
maxima at u-0. 052 and v:a0. 278. Th9 omission of terms of high order in 
h, k, and 1 did not lead t o paral.1}3ters which were significantly different 
from those wh-1 ch wer e assurood, and we myi; therei'ore, infer that the para-
motars obt,ained '11th the observed data are a correspondingly accurate 
representa tion of the atomic posltions in the crystal. 
Since t here have been eass s in whieh the inclusion of the scatter-
ing of the hydrogen a toms led to a signi:'icant :1.mprovcmnt in the agreemnt 
between observed and calculated values of Fhkl, lO we recalculated all Fhkl 
ttit h sin ~/D/- <. 0 • .30, placing the t-w-enty-four hydrogen atoms in the general 
positiona9 ot Pe.3 wJ. th x-0.108, y-0. 039, and z-0. 126. These values place 
0 
groups-:·of .. three hydrogen atoms l . 03A f'rom each nit1·ogen atom, on lines 
between the nitrogen atomD and its closest chlorine neighbors. T'ne over-all 
e ffect was a very small improvet'.Jent of doubtful significance. 
The above results lead u.., to the purruri'3ter values u• Oa052 and 
v•0 . 279. We believe it very unlikely that either of these paran.:iters 
is in error by mor e than ± 0 . 0015 .. 
The agreement between obocrved and c8leulated italues of F ia 
sho1m in Tables I and II. It is :;:iro'!nble that t he very strongesg~ re-
flections, viz ~ I (200), (220), (400) , (410), (111), ~"Kld (222) 9 which 
are all observed to be too weak, are subject to extinction. 
Discussion..,. Thsi v ttlues of the p2rameters lead to the :following 
interatomic distances: the Iif-U distance '.dthin the hydraz.inium group is 
l . 42A, and .t'rom the limits of er-.ror given :f'or this pare.r;Bter it is ~cey 
0 
unlikely that this distance can be in error by more tllan ± 0 . 01.A. A 
drawing of thE) structure showing the enviro!4'00!1t of one ~1OU<I++ group is 
shown in Fig. 3. Each nitrog~1 ato:n has four elosest chloride neighbor.,,, 
0 ~ 
one Et~ I) lies at 3.lOA!:0.04A on an extension of the line through the 
two nitrogen ato~osI the other three (t:jpe II), also at .3 . lO:w.021, form. a 
triruigular pyramid •.rl:th the nitrogen atom, the angles r:-N ... •Cl baing . 
2000 ± 2°. Each chloride ion has foUl" nitrogen neighbors, one of type I 
and three of type II9 and in addition six ohloride neighbors uhich form 
the equilateral triangle nre connected ·to the nitrogen atom by hyd:rogen 
oonds; the configuration of the N2%'" is st!;l.ggered or ,trans. 
It is cf interest to compare in detail the otruetur e of kO~c1O 
with that of i121itl2 •.3 In both crystals the halide ions form hydrogen bonds 
leading to 1'1- H• • • X distances which ar e short.er than the sums or the raspec-
0 0 tiv~ ionic radii*g O. llA shorter in th~ chloride and 0 .14A shorter in tKK~a 
~ An ionic radius one of - NH-a group of the hydrazinium. ion may be taken 
equal w the ionic radius of 1 . 54.A for NH4+, observ~d in 1'1Hl.Br and rm4c1 .. This vaJ.u_ leads to an ior..ie radius of 1.41A when corrected to coordination number 4. 
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e Table I. Values of FhkO" 
(hkO) Fobe 'caic (hkO) Foba Fca.lc 
200 4.1 -7. 8 630 · 5. 5 ... 5. 9 
210 3. 4 t-3. 5 640 2. 4 - 2. 1 
220 7.3 .,J.3.4 270 1. 0 
- 1. 2 
230 4 .. 9 -5. 2 650 l . J +-1 . 3 
400 5.9 +7.9 800 <'. 0.4 -0. 7 
410 5. 5 
-6.9 810 4.8 
- 4. 9 
420 5. 4 -5.3 L,70 c( 0 . ,4. 
-0.1 
4.30 2.8 ... 2. 1 820 1. 1 
-1.5 
250 ( 0. 4 l~"Dl 660 1 .. 2 ... 1.1 
440 4 • .3 +4.1 S.30 3 • .3 +3.2 
600 3. S 
-3.8 840 ~ 0. 4 o.o 
610 4.9 .. 5. 1 670 1. 7 
-1. 8 
620 2 • .3 +2.l 850 3.1 
-2.9 
450 4.7 
-4.3 
e Ta.ble II. Value of F hkl·• 
~ 
(hkl ) F F (hkl) F F (hkl) F F obs calo obs a ale obs cal.a 
111 1~ • .3 +6. o 261 ;.3 -RK i~ 81:?. J.9 ... 3.9 211 2. 4 - 1 .. s 541 1 . 3 -1. 4 182 0. 4 4-0o4 221 4.3 .,../'ro5 451 3. 5 • 3.2 742- <. 0. 4 .. o.6 
.311 2. 1 .. 2. 6 622 2. 8 
- .3. 0 472 1 • .3 
-1. 5 222 5 .. 1 -6. 3 542 o.6 +o.6 SZ2 < 0. 4 -0 • .3 321 1 .. 4 
-1.J 452 0.7 e-0. 9 661 1. 6 ~1 KT 231 1. 5 .. 1 . 3 631 2.5 ... 2 • .3 831 2. 5 ~OKP 322 1 .. 2 ~1 K 1 J6l < 0. 4 -0. 5 .381 i .o - 1 . 1 411 < 0. 4 o .. o 632 3.1 "42 . 9 751 o.6 4-0. 7 JJl. 0.4 +-0;, 7 J62 1 .1 +l . 1 662 0., 7 
-0. 7 412 t. .• I~ • 4. 4 711 o.6 -0.,8 B.32 3 .. 9 ·~P K 7 142 2.0 ... 2 . 0 551 0. 7 -o.6 382 I.. 0 .. 4 ...0. 4 3.32 2.6 ... 2 .. 1 641 2. 0 .f.l..$ 752 1.,4 +l .. 4. 422 5 .. 1 ... 5.a D~S1 3.7 t-3. 4 572 < 0.4 ... 0.3 4.31 3.0 ... J . 1 7?-1 o.6 -o.6 841 <. 0 .4. o.o 
.341 J. 2 -2.9 271 2. 0 .. 2 .. 0 481 3.1 -.3. 1 511 o.6 ...0 . 3 552 0.1 -0. 8 911 i .o .. 1.2 
432 4. 6 -5. 6 642 1 .. 7 ... 1. 6 Sl,.2 0 ., 5 
-0. 5 342 2. 6 -2 .. 0 722 < 0.4 o"o 921 ( 0.4 - 0.l 512 2.4 -2.0 731 l . O .... 1 . 0 291 1 . 2 
- 1 . 2 152 1. 5 -1.e 651 3.8 -P ~4 761 0. 4 -o.; 
Ml 3. 9 • J . 5 561 1. 8 
-1.7 671 .3. 6 ... 3"4 552 2. 5 - 2. 5 732 1. 3 -0. 9 762 0. 4 ~~M~4 5.31 o.6 +o.;4 372 o.6 
-o.6 672 . < 0. 4 +-0 • .3 442 3.4 -3.4 652 3. 4 -3 . 4. 922 {. 0 . 14- o.o 5.32 1. 5 ... 1 . 7 562 < 0.,4 -0. 2 851 3 • .3 .. 2.9 
.352 < 0. 4 o.o 811 o.6 ..o.6 ?Sr: < o •. 4. ...0.1 611 1. 7 •1. 6 741 1.0 
- 1 . 1 
621 o.e 
- 0.8 471 2. 5 -2.,6 
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Fig. 3. One 'Wlit cell of the cr.ystal, showing the environment 
++ 
of one B8 H8 group. and the boq diagonal along which 
p(d) was dete rained. The large balla repreaent chloride 
ions, the small ball1 , nitrogen a toae • 
fluoride . In both cryst als a nitrogen ~1tora has fem~ closest halide 
neighbors, ·three of' which Hr.e hydrogen bonded, and one of whioh lies 
on the extension of the N-?1 axis. In N2H6012 , 'Chio fourth chloride ion 
lies the same distnnce f'rop, the ni:trogen .:'I.tom as do the oti,1er thre0 
chloride ions, whereas in ~OfylO the fourth fluoride ion lies a t a dis-
0 
tance O. lSA greater than do t he other three. 'l'Hs i~u ~ F dist:mce is Kap~K 
proxi!l'-"1tely the sum o:r the ionic radii . The angle 1'!- 11' • •• :x is 100° in 
N2t16Cl2 and 110° in N2He,F2 • 'l'he smaller angle ar ..... i the equality of ths 
four N-H• • •X distances i n the chloride sugges t that the fourth chloride 
ion is subject to significant attruction by the three hydrogen ai;.omz9 a 
situa·tion not u..'1111.-ely if th~ actual value of the angle t1- M-H io oloser 
·t.o the tetrahedral valUE:) 109°28 ' . In both crystals a halide ion ht.:ts four 
nitrogen neighbors . In N2%F'2 , a fluoride ion hn.s, in addition, throo 
0 
closest fluoride neighbors, et dist n.nces 0 . 68A ~qeater than the SU!.'l of 
the ionie rad.ii, so that the otruoture essentially does not depend on any 
F .. •F contacts., In ~iOeSClOK11 on the other hand, a ehloride ion has s ix 
0 
olosest ohloride neighbors, at diot :.mees only 0 . 36A greater than the radius 
sum. It 1:::: possible thaJ,;; 01• .. Cl contacts e.re 0£ :some importance in deter~ 
mining this structure . The reajor difference batveen the t w structures 
then arises from the greater .::oorcllmting ability of chloride ion a s com-
p:1rod to that of fluoride ion. ++ The oonf'igurat::lon of the N2I16 ion is trans 
i n both orys mls • 
0 
The N- H• • •Cl distance of 3. lOA may be compared 'With the N- H• • •Cl 
distance of J . lsA f'ound in r-JH.fll:fl .4 In the l a tter crystal, the ClH,rNH3 
groups are probably rotating, and fUrthermore only ·three hydrogen bonds are 
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fDormed~ en the avexage, bet ween a nitrogen ci:tom and four chloride ions. 
Theoe d:lfferenoes lead to mueh wealer and consequently longer N- H• ••Cl 
bonds in met.hyl amrnonium chloride. 
The ti- !.;' distanc e ln both 1'.ydr-.a.zini ur.1 dichloride and hydraziilium 
0 0 
dif luoride is the same, l . J.;.2A. Thi.s distance is 0 . 05A shorter the.n the 
e-~l distan~e in gaseous hydrazine •11 Thie short~miKDlg ln s been attributed 
to the f o:rmal charges o:r: the nitrogen atoms. 3 However, since too structure 
of the r-I2H6 ++ ion for which there are adjacent charges on ea.ch nitl-ogon 
atom eontr1.butes but .25 pereant to the normal state of the :i.on, 3 it 
seems essentially illogical to attribut0 a shortening of this magnitu:le to 
the formal charges. The .formal. eha.:rgc effect, as originally conceived, l2,l:3 
was intended to correct the covalent radius of an atom which h3d a formal 
0 
ch.'ll'ge of +l by about - o . OJA. So;na molecules in which thl.a ef'fect might 
oo expec·eed, together w:i th the a.·.,ailable exper·in~mtal data, are presentsd 
in Table III. Because of the uncertainty i nvolved in predicting distances 
which are i nvolved in single-bo:OO. double-bond reoommco, only single 
covalent bonds are incl'i.1.ded in tho table. ~hP predicted distances are 
those in the table o.f revised covalent radii of Schor,nker and Steven:::on. 14 
It is S!)parent ·Ulat tho cor1•ection for formal charg0 is not 
generally a.pplicrible. 'rhe·!'e do not seem to be suff'icit:int experirontal 
data concel"ning this point sr.> that a satisfact.ory revi:Jion of' the original 
correction can be made. X- ray investigations of a. hydroxylrun:oonilL'll s::ilt 
such as im:3oP..Gl rurl of a metallic peroxide would provide ad.di tional. infor-
ma.tion of interest. 
§un!naa.- Accurate values of the t.tro paren:gteK-~s in the s·l;ructure 
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Tabl e III 
Observed Predicted 
Bond Compound d.1$tancc distance* 
0 0 O-N+ mm3 1. 41 i: 0 . c-2Aa 1. 43A 
o:KKK~1"" C(U0)4 1. 47 ± 
ob l . 46A 0.0:-ZA 
CH3?rHjll 1. 46 ± o.01X0 
(Oii3)3NO 1. 49 ± 0 . 021.d 
0 
i . 41K •-r N28i,F2 1. 42 ± o.o2A8 or N2H6012 1. 4.2 ± 0. 04A 
o-s+ (CfI:3)2so 1 .84 ±- o.ozld 1.a1K 0-S .... (CH3)2!'·102 1. 81 ± o. 02Xd 1.s1i 
* Itef er e nee 15 in ·text. 
a - L. R. Maxwell and V. H. Mosley, Phys. Rev. 57, 1079A (1940) . 
b - A. J . Stosick, J . Am. Chem. Soc . 61, 1127 (19.39) . 
o - Reference 4 in text. 
d - .R.. E. Rundle , Dissertation, California I..l'lstitut e of Tachnolog;y {1941) . 
e - Reference 3 in text. 
r - This determination. 
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or crystdline hydraziniu:n dichloride have boon determini.;id by the x-ray 
diffr~etion mathod, wit.h the use of' one and 'tvio rlii .• ~Ins:Dion~ Fourier 
syntlleses. The W-H sep~raKtion in tlds crystal is l.li2A, and is oqu ... tl 
to that in hydraziniu.'ll difluoride. This ~r-k distance is 0 . 0 5A shorter 
than in gaseous hydrezine . ~ach chloride ion fDc~·ros h:,rd:rogen bonds with 
·i:;hree nit!"ogen atoms, the structure eonsistine of' a three> d:troon:Jional 
notvork of N··H• ••Cl bonds. Tha .:m.gle !T-N-H .. •Cl is lcx::P. Th.a con ... 
figuration of the MO~ ++ ions is trans. The dif'feri:tnces between this 
structure a.."'ld that of hydrazinium d.ifluorido prob!lbly arise f'ron the 
gI't'";c.ter coo:rdinatin.g .:J.bili ty of the chloride ion nr. 1K:mmp~Kred •,,.dth th:.:.i.t 
of the fluoride ion. TOO shortening of the N-N distance nay t>e oausad 
in p :.1.rt by the formal char ges on the nitrogen atoms, al though it seems 
certain that this formal charge effect is not o.f genaral tralidity. 
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PROPOSITIOHS SUJ3i:-!ITT:SD BY JJ.:Jii...'i.Y DOHOHU.iii 
Ph.D. Oral Examination. l.!iay 28, 1947, 9 :00 1 •• lvl., Crellin Conference Room 
Committee: Professors Schomaker (Chairman), Ead.f'er, Niemann, Pauling 
pturdiva~tI Swift, "ard, and Dr. Davidson 
1. The single bond radii of boron, silicon , phosphorus, germanium, arsenic, 
tin, and antimony, and the double bond radii of oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon should 
be revised (Thesis, Part l). 
2. Better agreement with observed data is obtained if one calculates the inter-
atomic distances in covalent molecules with the equation of Schomaker and Stevenson 
and the revised atomic radii, r a ther than "'ith the maulin~-euggins radii and 
additivity. 
3. The Schomal::er-Stevenson equation may also be successfully applied to the 
prediction and interpretation of the lengths of double bonds . 
4. Double bond character occurs very infreauently in bonds between atoms of 
other than the first row olements. 
5. (a) Tho structure of cycloBctatetraen.e with symmetry 
recently proposed by E. R. Lippincott and R. C. Lord (J.1 •• c. & .. 
much less probable than one "'i th symmetry D2d - 42m. 
D4-42 which was 
68 , 1868 (1946)) is 
(b) ~n electron diffraction investigation of cyclooctatetraene is ver-y 
desirable . 
6. Sin ce in the application of the Fauling theory of di r ect ed valence the 
obvious approach may not be the correct approach, assertions that an observed con-
figuration is not predicted by the theory should not be taken too seriously. 
7. Contrary ti the statements of G .. L. Clark and c. o. \/erner (Z. Krist. 88 , 
162 (1934)) their determination of the space group and unit cell of the silver~ 
nitrate-urea addition compound does not esta blish the value of n in (AglJ03 •urea.)n 
as 2 or 4. Consequently their proposed structure for the complex i s without 
significance. 
8. Sufficient experimental data are now available to demonst rate that the 
formal charge effect proposed by N. Elliot t EgK~ Kc K sK -2!1• 1380 (1937)) i s not 
valid.. Conversely, there is an effect in the case of bonds between t'\-ro a toms of 
opposite formal char~e K ~ 
9. The discussion of 'I. Shand and R. Spurr (J.A.C.S, .§.2, 179 (1943)) to expl a in 
the abnormally large bond angle they found in ozone is not in accord with previousl y 
determined properties of bonded atoms. 
10. (a) K. J. Fa lmer1 s electron diffraction data on sulfur monochloride 
(J •• ~KcKsK 60, 2360 (1938)) yield more information than was obtained by Palmer. 
(b) Contrary to rather preva lent current opinion, the electron diffra ction 
method for determining molecula r structures i s not at the end of its rope. 
11. The system of using kA units in a ddition to R is unnecessarily confusing 
except in ca ses unre lated to chemistry, I propose that the kX unit be banished 
from the Crellin Laboratory. 
